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With Head Swathed In Bandages He Arrives In Wisconsin On Early Morning

Train
DECLARES

COPPER STRIKE HAS BEEN

A

VICTORY

Predicts He Will Return With Government Protection to Witness
the Miners Return to Their Work at an Increased Wage Scale
Asserts the Men Who Assaulted Him Were Led By
Members of the Citizens' Alliance I'nicrn Men
Befjin

an Investigation

Milwaukee. Wis.. Dec. 27. "I was left I was thrown bodily onto it. Two
attacked by about 23 men in my room men who claimed to be deputy shera the Scott hotel in Hancock, Mich., iffs then got on. They took me into
last t at about 8:34 o'clock, struck the sleeper and soon after Mr. Tanever the head with the butt of a re- ner was brought in He, too, had been
volver, shot in the back, dragged assaulted in the room and forcibly tathrough the hotel and streets and put ken to the station.
"One of the deputies handed the conon a train and told to leave that
H. ductor our tickets and' said that we
coutnry forever," said Charles
Moyer, president of the Western Fed were going to Chicago. The deputies
eration of Miners, during his stop stayed oh the train until we had passhere on a Chicago, Milwaukee and St. ed over into Wisconsin. Somewhere
Paul train while ea route to Chicago. on the trip a doctor was called to
Mr. Moyer occupied his berth, and dress my wounds. He was summoned
his pillow and bed linen wee stained by one of the men who said they
with the blood from wounds in his were deputies, and he told the doctor
scalp and back. He was good natured to send the bill to fCe sheriff at Caludespite his wounds, and said that af- met
ter they got "healed up" In Chicago he "In order to prove my case, I got a
would return to Calumet and fight statement from the doctor."
"those mine owners, to the last."
Mr. Moyer then reached into his
"At 8:30 o'clock. Sheriff Cruz and coat pocket and got two sheets of paabout 15 other men came to my room per on which was written this stateto ask me about arrangements for the ment:
,
,
burial of the poor persons who met
"Charles H. .Moyer was treated by
their death in the Christmas ca- me' for a gunshot wound In the hack,
s
tastrophe. They remained about 15
apparently superficial In nature, and
and left after I had told them lacerations of the
scalp.
that the Western Federation of Min"(Signed)
ers and the labor organizations of Ike
"J. W STORY, M. D."
country could and would care for its
said
he was going to stop
Moyer
own unfortunates.
in
Chicago
long enough to get
just
"Within four minutes, 15 ruffians
"fixed
and
then
he will go back
up"
the"
was
room. I
standing
burst into
to Calumet, to lead the fight for the.
was
and
time
at
the
at the telephone
striking copper miners. He said that
putting In a call. , Charles P. TaMier, his federation was bound to win.
ihe
for
of Calk'trnia, traveling auditor
"I hav!' never said that a member
Western Federation of Miners, was
of the Citizens' Alliance caused the
with mi
at Italian hall," said Moyer,
"Seevral men grabbed hold of me panic
as to his reported state-- j
when
asked
and held me while another man came
ments.
the
with
vp from behind an l stiuckme
"I did
that, there were 23 men
butt of his revolver on the head. Then who wouldsay
swear
that they saw a man
there was a report of a gun and I felt1
Alliance button
a
Citizens'
wearing
back.
a piercing sensation in my,
the stairs, stick his head
rush
me
up
shot
one
do not think that any
through the door and yell 'Fire.'
deliberately. I think that the gun
was
"We can take care of our own peohead
used In hitting me on the
We have fou?ht their battles.
ple.
action.
the
discharged during
were
"Then two men got hold of my We have fed them while they
when
hotel.
and
clothed
them
they
df
the
hungry
arms and dragged me out
them
we
can
cold.
Now
were
bury
When
went.
two;
we
Down the Btreet
men became tired, two other huskies j We ask no help from others."
was
Moyer would not say whether any of
took hold of me, and although I
for
men who attacked him were In
yet
the
of
the
time,,
on my feet part
the sheriff's party which had talked
blocks I was dragged.
"It is a little more than a mile to with him just a few minutes before.
me. He said that he did not recognize any
Houghton, where the mob took
All the while they were pulling me of them as the Bame.
"But," he continued, "I cannot unalong the others were yelling "lynch
me derstand how the deputies happened
and
calling
him,"
and
"hang
him",
to be at the station waiting when 'the
the vilest of names.
Mob
In
the
Mine Officer
mob got there. Neither can I under"When we reached the station, stand how they had the Chicago tickJames McNaughton, general manager ets for Mr. Tanner and myself, nor
and vice president of the Calumet and how they could summon a doctor and
Hecla mines, drove up In an automo- tell him to charge the treatment to
me
said:
and
the county unless the sheriff knew all
bile. He rushed up to
'You get out of this country for the time that the attack was going
ever. If you ever come bark I'll h tnsr to take place."
Moyer hinted that he thought the
you.'
In
me
to
abuse
continued
conference was simply a ruse
sheriff's
"Then he
When the train to find out whether he was alone and
the vilest manner.
ni:-;h-

mln-unte-

MAN

Although Moyer's bandages and bed
linen were bespattered with blood, he
did not appear to be in any pain, and
received reporters cheerfully and talked for nearly 20 minutes.
Former Congressman Victor Berger
of Milwaukee entered the car and was
greeted warmly by Moyer. He invited
the injured man to his home and said
that the Milwaukee socialists would
go' to the aid of the Calumet miners.
Claims he was Shot
Greenbay, Wis., Dec. 27. In being
deported from the copper range last
night, Charles H. Moyer, president of
the Western Federation - of Miners
says he was shot, beaten, dragged
through the streets of Hancock and
guarded on the train until 2 o'clocl
this morning, when the train reached
Channing, Mich.
Moyer talked with an Associated
Press reporter here this morning
when his train- arrived. His head,
bandage,
swathed in a
iroinuied from a lower berth, as he
spoke bitterly of the treatment which
The
lie said was inflicted on hira.
train stopped here 15 minutes and pro
'eroded to Chicago, where it is due
this afternoon.
"I was assaulted in the Hotel Scott
at Hancock, by members of the Citizens' Alliance and a man named Wa-deMahon, gunman," said Moyer. "I
was terribly beaten, shot at in the
'
mile
dark, dragged more than a
with
threatened
the
streets,
through
death by hanging and finally placed
aboard a Chicago train ou the Chicago,
Milwaukee and St. Paul railw'ay about
8:50 o'clock last night. I was guarded by two thugs until the train reached Channing, Michigan, about 2 a, m.
"A committee of 15 men led by an
attorney for the Calumet and Hecla
Mining company, named Pederman,
had been in conference with me and
had barely left the room, when the
mob arrived.
"I believe the strike Is won in the
Calumet district. I expect to return
to Calumet in a few days under government protection, state and nationblood-staine-

ll

al."

WHO SHOT WIFE'S FORMER
HUSBAND MUST ANSWER
HOMICIDE CHARGE

CONDEMNED TO
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PREPARED

IT

FOR

DISTRICT ATTORNEY DISCOVERS
HE PURCHASED GUNS BE-

"Iron Mountain, Mich., Dec. 26.
Tanner and myself were brutally assaulted in my room In the Scott hotel
in Hancock tonight. I was shot in
the, back and dragged for more than
a 'mile and a half through the streets
of Hancock by a mob of Waddell Mahon thugs and Citizens' Alliance men,
put aboard a Milwaukee train and
threatened with death If I dared to
eturn. But say this for me, that tJ"
cause is well worth the sufferings
which I have undergone. The" cause
of the striking
miners is just and
they will win. (Signed) Charles H.
Moyer,"

Officers of the Chicago Federation
Labor have called a mass meeting
for tomorrow to, protest against the
treatment Moyer says he received.
Amplifying his talk with reporters
at Milwaukee, Moyer said that James
manager of the CaluMcNaughton,
met and Hecla, passed the mob in his
machine and was at the railroad staMction when the mob arrived.
mine
leader
the
said,
Naughton,
searched him In the station while
two armed men held him, and took a
pocUetbook eontainrng valuable papers.
There was a mob of about 75 per
sons howling and making threats,
Moyer said. McNaughton, he said, instructed tho two guards to stay with
him until he was safely away.
He
said that he would return to the cop- -
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AS
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ACCUSED MAN IS SAID NEVER TO KILLS MAN DECEMBER 1, IS ARRESTED LAST TUESDAY AND
HAVE MARRIED WOMAN WHO
TRIED AT ONCE
BEARS HIS NAME

DIRECTORS

OLUTIONS

TO HAVE BIG FUNERAL

Los Angeles, ' Dec. 27. Information
obtained by city detectives which
showed, they declared, that Roy
Glover, the San Antonio land agent,
had purchased two automatic pistois
prior to the tragedy of last Sunday in
which the former Boer soldier, Daniel
be Villiers, met. death, resulted today
in an announcement from the district
attorney's office that Glover would
be held for trial.
De Villiers was shot when he attempted to enter Glover's home, ostensibly' to see his former wife, who
claims now to be Mrs. Glover, and
his two little children, who were
brought here by Glover last October.
Glover declared he shot De Villiers in

W'asrington, Dec. 27. The method
by national banks in
making application for admission to
the new. federal reserve banking system was determined on today by Secretaries McAdoo and Houston, constituting the organization committee. It
was decided to require each bank,
through its board of directors, to pass
a formal resolution, prescribed by the
federal committee, which will constitute a legal application for stock
In the regional banks.
Within CO Cays each bank is directed to submit to its directors alternative propositions, rejecting or accepting the resolution prescribed by the
federal organization committee. If
the resolution is adopted it will be
forwarded to Washington by the cashier of the bank, as the formal application of the bank for entry into the
system.
Witji its plans decided on . for
choosing cities) for the new federal re
serve banks, the federal bank organ
ization committee today turned, its at-Of- - IoTml
leiHTun
application blanks, which shall be
used by institutions seekinig member
ehlp.
Officials reiterated that the selection of the 14 cities for hearings did
not indicate the positive choice of
any of then5 for the location of reserve banks.

Calumet, Dec. 27. Evidence as tt
the Identity of the men who last nigh?
seized Charles H. Moyer and ,Jonn
Tanner, officers of the Western Federation of Miners, and sent them out.
of the copper strike district, wa gathered by local officers of the union
today. They announced that severa?
members of the "kidnaping" expedition had been recognized and that affidavits as to their identity had been
obtained from residents of Hancock.
It was generally believed that taesa
sworn statements would be made ths
basis of warrants for arrests, but decision on this point was reserved,
pending the arrival here of Claude- O.
O. Taylor, president of the
Michigan
State Federation of Labor, who was;
summoned from Grand Rapids, as
the forced departure of Moyer became
known.
Much of the activity at union head
quarters was centered on plans for
the funeral o some 70 victims of
Eve panic in a union hall .
Six local churches will be the crwif- funeral rites tomorrow, the serrlc
being dilvded according to the nation
ality and religious beliefs of the victims. A few of the dead will be buried until husbands and fathers who
journeyed to western states to ?in3
employment, can arrive here.
Arrangements have been made for
a joint procession to the cemetery,
where 100 members of the federations
today dug graves in lots purchased by
the union. All the Roman Catholic
will be buried in one section of the
cemetery and the Protestants in an adjoining plot. Whether there will be
any speaking at ie graves has not
been determined, as President, Moyer
had this phase of the plans in charge.
and the local union officials bad not
been informed of his action in this re- gard.
Hearses will convey the bodies ol
16 adults to the cemetery, but th
coffins containing those of a half u
hundred children who;'were., killed in.
the panic will be borne through
street on the shoulders of stalwart
strikers. Four men have been delegated to perform this service for eacfc
little casket.
;.w)
The local union officials announced
that the entire federation membership
from Ispeming and Negaur.ee ia the
iron mining
district, of Michigan
would attend the funerals. A special
train is expected to bring these nies
to Calumet tomorrow.
Accounts of Moyer's deportation obtainable today differed in some respects from those available during
excitement last
Then It :s
said that three men escorted the union
executive from the Scott hotel in Ilo-coc- k
across the bridge to the copptr
range railroad station in Houghton.
Hit Him With Whips
Today's accounts generally agrae.l
that 50 or more men went into the
hotel and that a crowd of several him-dre- d
f
t
await d litem, et the ra
tion. The affidavits given the uinu
Officials staled that yovr v is
ally dragged from his room ati
through, the streets. There was v,V
'
information t1 it hho't luid be n f
'
'
and that b' ic i i
(t
ment com i He emu 1 b n "5 v
i "
which
'i rl
'
" 1
1
7
frequeuey
ager cf V e loLl f 'J t' ( '
Intrude-- s 1 t t io
t "

After the shooting an undischarged
automatic pistol was found beside the
and at the inbody of the
quest the former Mrs. De Villiers said
she had witnessed the struggle between the two men and had seen De
Villiers with a weapon in his hand
just before he fell mortally wounded.
M. J. Shannon, a deputy district attorney, said today that the Information
regarding the alleged purchase by
Glover of two weapons convinced him
that it was necessary to hold Glover.
It was announced at the same time
that Glover would be held for preliminary Shearing Wednesdy and that
in the meantime inquiries would be
made regarding the, marriage of
Glover to the former Mrs. De Villiers.

TWENTY DAYS' NOTICE

BEJIVEN

(Contlnued on Page Five)

CITY EDITION.

HELD YOUNG BANDIT IS LIST

Claims He Was Shot
WILL
YOU
ChiChicago, Dec. 27. M. J. Riley,
Western
the
of
cago representative
Federation of Miners, today received DISTRICT ATTORNEY INSTRUCTS
a telegram from Charles H. Moyer,
TREASURERS
REGARDING
president of the federation, In which
in
TAX
PENALTIES
shot
was
Mover charged that he
the back while in his hotel room and
dragged out of Hancock, Mich., by a
The tax rolls of San Miguel, Mora
mob of guards and .members of the and
counties are about
Guadalupe
Citizens' Alliance., The telegram
to
over to the treasturned
be
ready
reads:

of

27, 1913.

HER

if it would bo safe for the other party
to attack him.'

DARK, ACCUR

IS
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DRIVEN BUT OF MICHIGAN BY A1M0B
SHOTS ARE FIRED AT

SATURDAY,

SERVICE

WIRE TELEGRAPH

FOR TRIAL FOR

FEDERATION OF MINERS BEATEN AND

HIE

33 LEASED

urers. Judge D. J. Leahy has sustained a demurrer, filed by the district attorney, to the complaint of a large
number of Mora county taxpayers. The
taxpayers asked for an injunction to
restrain the assessor from turning over the rolls to the treasurer, but ths
court held that no remedy by injunction existed.
The three assessors of this district!
have ordered printed notices which
will be mailed to each taxpayer as
soon as the work of collecting 1913
taxes begins. The taxpayers are to
be notified that a penalty will attach
20 days after th mailing of the notice, unless the taxes have been paid
within the time. This notice is based
on the advice of the district attorney,
who has told the treasurers to pay no
attention to the various letters by the
traveling auditor dealing with, the collection of taxes. The last gratuitous
communication from the auditor advised the treasurers of the state to attach a penalty as soon as the tax rolls
were ready. The district attorney has
informed the treasurers of this district that the traveling auditor is not
their legal adviser, and he believes
the courts will sustain his view, that
as it was no fault of the taxpayers
that the collection of taxes could not
begin at the time fixed by law, they
are entitled to reasonable notice before a penalty attaches for

Los Angeles, Dec. 27 John Bostiek,
the confessed train bandit, today was
sentenced to be hanged at San Quen-tifor the murder of Horace E. Montague, the passenger agent who was
slain by Bostiek when the latter held
up a Southern Pacific express train
at Elmonte December 1.
Bostiek was taken before Judge
Gavin Craig In the criminal department of the superior court shortly
before noon today and before 12
o'clock struck he was back in the
county prison, a condemned man, preparing to leave for San Quentin tonight to meet death on 'he gallows
within 90 days.
Ihe entire proceedings, from the
time the bandit was arraigned in a
township justice court, until he passed out of the superior court condemn
ed, occupied just 2 hours and IS minutes.
When he came into court the youth
ful bandit and slayer was hardly able
to talk audibly, and Judge Craig admonished him to speak louder. In a
whisper Bosticli .waived .all krlght.8. Ac
corded prisoners as to attorneys, de
lays and methods of procedure, and
then, 3n answer to the question "Are
you guilty or not guilty?" he answered
"Guilty," and sentence was immedi
ately pronounced, Judge Craig saying
that the offense charged the murder
of Montague, who appeared in a Pullman coach while Bostiek was robbing
the passengers was an offense that
merited no less than oeath on the
gallows. Bostiek bowed his head and
was led back to jail.
The case of Bostiek was ended in
record time. He was captured Tues
day in San Francisco, brought here
Christmas day, confessed to Sheriff
Hammel on the way, and today he
was sentenced to die for his crime.
Following the sentence the bandit
confessed his name is Ralph Farria
and that his father is James Farris,
a railroad man whq has been in the
employ of the Southern Pacific at
Bakersfield, Cal., for 25 years.

n

NO MORE DAMAGE

Los Angeles, Cal., Dec. 27 Al
though the tide was higher thiin yesterday when considerable damage was
done, the sea was calmer today, and
the coast towns between Long B?ach
and Santa Barbara suffered less. Preparations made in advance to ywt
the crest of the tide, shortly after 8
o'clock this morning proved adequate
and the losses, estimated at between
$150,000 and $200,000 yesterday, had
no additions today.
Houses on the strand at Venice,
Ocean
Park, and Santa Monica,
which seemed yesterday about to topple over itno the swirl of water the
ocean threw Into the streets, were
drawn back out of danger during the

night
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CHINESE SMUGGLING
PLOT IS UNEARTHED
OFFICERS
TAKING

CATCH

C.

MYSTERY EXISTS
Dec. 27. Officials of

the
, Rome,
Vatican, as well' as intimate frleuds
and relatives of the late Cardinal
Rampolla, today denied emphatically
rumors put in circulation in certal l
quarters of Rome of mysterious circumstances surrounding tho prelate's
death. They also declared there was
no intention of exhuming the body for
medical examination, as the cause of
death had been already establishel.

AND

CHILDREN

WHO

PERISHED WEDNESDAY NIGHT

RES-

L.rSHARP

CELESTIALS FROM
A BOX CAR

Albuquerque, N. M, Dec. 27. Three
Chinese, supposed i.o have been smug-leInto the United States, and Charle?
L. Sharp, a trainman, suspected of
having aided them, are held by immi-

d

gration authorities here pending investigation.
A Santa Fe switch crew saw Sharp
with the Chinese, break a car seal in
the lower yards, about 3 o'clock yesterday afternoon, according to
Sharp, when he perceived he
had been discovered, ran south along
the tracks. The switch crew followed
on Vie engine and saw him dive into
a culvert under the track.
The engine was stopped near the
place where Sharp had disappeared
and one of the switchmen, pointing an
unloaded revolver into the opening, ordered him out. Sharp came out. He
was placed! on the engine and, brought
to the passenger station, where Chief
Thomas McMillin, who had been apprised of the capture by telephone,
took charge of the man.
of!t-cer-

bulkheads erected in place

of the cement barriers which went out
yesterday under the .onslaught of the
breakers, held successfully.

NO

OF FINANCIAL

TUTIONS MUST PASS

PREPARING 1914 SCHEDULES
Chicago, Dec. 27 Work on the 1914

playing schedules of the American
and National leagues will begin Jan
uary 2 at French Lie, Ind. Resident
Johnson of the American league received word today that President
Dreyfues of the Pittsburgh club and
Secretary Heydler of tne National
league would meet htm at ths Indiana
e
resort on that day. Secretary
of the American league will accompany Mr. Johnson. April 11 has
been definitely agreed on a3 the date
for opening of the next season, but
when the schedule can be completed
is not certain.
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What Men Like in Women.
Buaanut
Crab-tree- s
people who made charges to the
Womanliness attracts men because
in the province of
a
Segirta
temple,
to
able
as
them
s
people
charged
its chief characteristic is sympathy. Ise, Japan, is the scene each July of
knowledge of A man likes nothing so much in wom- a peculiar rite dedicated to the wor1
pay, having neither
their financial conditions nor of the an as ability to listen without appar- ship of Acalanatha, the faithful servent weariness when he talks of him- ant of Buddha. The rite is known as
fact the charges made were illegal.
You have bitterly criticised the ac self. A charming woman means for "goma" (a corruption of Sanskrit
Buddha
tion of the Las Vegas Optic, but can- most men one who has so much sym "homa"), or "burning."
is
of
cause
she
is
not
bored
that
suffering
that
the
me
pathy
easily
taught
to
la
dor compels me to tate that,
of
women
the
men
in
like
which
and
The
therefore
priests
desire,
thing
the action of the local paper in con- better than
anything else is devotion the Shingon, a Japanese sect of Budd
nection with the sad affair appears Still, though they like the girl who hism, kindle a fire to consume all huto have been wiser and juster than 'fondly lies" to them in courting days. man desires, at the same time offerIn one
own. The Optic sought to go to they feel that a wife should be made ing prayers to Acalanatha
TASK
your
TO
TAKES THAT PAPER
the bottom of the affair and it did, of sterner stuff, that she should be matter the rite may be said to defeat
FOR LISTENING TO ANONYAfter two weeks of unusually heavy selling, we find our lines badly
as I believe, bring out all the facts. able and willing to wind them up like its own ends, for it attracts a crowd
MOUS KNOCKERS
em
to
obtain
Aftof farmers full of desire
broken. -- a great many remnants, broken assortments and odds and ends.
Also It succeeded in placing the re a clock and make them go right.
er sympathy, the feminine quality bers or ashes from the fire which is
upon
belonged
where
it
G.
W.
To
close these out and clear up our stocks we will continue our sale
sponsibility
District Attorney Charles
that takes first rank in the opinion, supposed to have consumed all deAsthe
posis
The
is
that
of
tradition
Ward has written the following letter the Santa Fe Railway company.
but
men,
sires.
poets,
end of the month.
here not, perhaps,of
to the Albuquerque Journal; no in suming that the Santa Fe agent
domesticity, or the power to make a session of an ember or ashes from the
and
laws
home comfortable, and to stay in it; sacred fire insures a farmer good
troduction or explanation is necessary was unfamiliar with the
and when a woman can make one dol crops the nest autumn.
as Las Vegans are thoroughly famil with his duties, etill It must be ad
no lar go as far as two in less competent
acted
he
properly,
had
that
in
mitted
that
of
tactics
the
paper
with
iar
New Name for Dirt
of a hands, she is indeed a fortune to her
consistently endeavoring to discredit incident wpuld have developed
housewife employs a
Culture.
A
Health
herself.
husband
and
Washington
The
state.
Las Vegas at every possible occasion: nature Injurious to the
negro servant girl who sweeps and
cona
Into
entered
company, having
Las Vegas, Dec. 23, '13.
dusts on the theory that you don't
Storage of Water.
To the Albuquerque Morning Journal. tract with the Crabtrees, accepted
The shortage of water in country have to worry about the dirt you
n
fP
Including Silks, Dress Goods,
concermug districts might be' obviated if there don't happen to see. The other day her
I have read an editorial article in certain responsibilities
in were sufficient Btorage for the rainfall. mistress was making an inspection
violent
Domestics,
Hosiery,
Underwear, notiens and Linens
As
developed
dealin
them.
they
December
21,
your paper of
snow
accomhad
a
which
the
well
or
bedroom
is
matter
a
tank
a
just
of
of
It
here
girl
by
with the lamentable Crabtree incident. sanity while detained
could modation and the owner of cottage cleaned up in preparation for an ex
The indignant defense of your action blockade, the only way the agent
property does not as a rule provide pected guest who was known to be
leads me to assume that your tender escape responsibility for hiscompany either. The usual
oil bar- very fastidious. The woman looked un
newspaper conscience is troubling was to have filed a proper complaint rel owned by the tenant Is an inade- der the bed, and saw there a very visWITH OUR USUAL
would
Then they
to the spring water ible deposit of fuzz and dust. Calling
you, and that you do not feel satis- hefore the court.
quate
supplement
state
well or pump. In wet weather the the girl to the spot she pointed this
fied that you have, in your method have become the charge of the
fairstate.
acted
barrel overflows, the cottage walls deposit out to her and asked: "What
the
with
matter,
of dealing
I trust that the publicity afforded reek with damp, and the yard is often do you call that, Pearline?" "What
Jy, charitably and as a great news
Laa VeasLGadingS'toro ,
Sale
Sale
result in good a quagmire. Given the average rain does I call dat?" asked the shifty
paper should. You must realize where to this Incident may
to gain time.
con- fall for the district and the roof area maiden, in an effort
all
that
and
you have gone wrong when you ad instead of injury
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When Your Nerves Give Out.
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Queer Source of Inspiration.
in the air any more than there is in
A patient searcher gives the results of rent in the light, of, present condi
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Chicago, Dec. 27 Only 44 lynchings
known to be such beyond doubt, have
occurred in the United States during
the year 1913. This is the lowest
number on record, more than BO being recorded last year and as many
es 250 in some previous years.
The record for the year Bhows decided improvement in other respects
than in mere number of victims. So
far as the newspaper accounts show
none of the victims was burned at the
stake, an atrocity that has been indulged in toy infuriated mobs more
than once in the past. Nor were any
of the lynching cases this year accomrace riots,
panied by the.
which always added to the number
of victims and served to intensify the
antagonism of the white and black
races.
The town of Harrison, 'Miss.,
the nearest approach to a
"reign of murder," when two
mulatto boys, on September
28, ran amuck and started a riot in
the course of which three white men,
four negro men and one negro woman
met death. The two boys were killed
by the white citizens, but as they met
death while resisting capture the case
cannot strictly be classed as one of
lynching.
In the 44 lynchings. the vlctimsTf
all but one were negroes, and all but
two of the cases occurred in southern
states. No woman was included
among the year's victims.
North Dakota and Montana were
the two northern states in which
lynchings occurred. At Ray, N. D.
Cleve Culbertson, a white man, accused of the murder of three persons,
was taken from Jail by a mob and
hanged. The only other case in a
northern state occurred at Mondak,
Mont., in April when J. C. Collins, a
d

drug-craze-

-

t1nt- -

1.411

1
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and deputy sheriff or the county, was
handed by a mob.
The states in which the lynchings
occurred during the year and the
number in each were as follows: Alabama, 2; Arkansas, 1; Florida, 4;
Georgia, 8; Kentucky, 1; Louisiana,
4; Mississippi, 8: Montana, 1; North
v.a.mmm, i , worm uakota, i; Soucn
Carolina, 1; Tennessee, 2; Texas, 6.
mere was at least one lynching
for every month in the year, August
the hottest month, leading with eight
ouowing are the lynchings by
months: January, 3; February, 5;
March, 3; April 1; May, 2; June, 4;
August. 8; September. 4; October, 1;
November, 4; December, 5.
Double
lynchings
occurred at
Blanehard. La
Cornelia, Ga, and
Pauls Valley, Okla. At Houston, Miss.,
two negroes were lynched a day apart,
both being, accused of complicity in
the same crime. At Drew, Miss., a
negro was lynched by members of his
own race after he had shot and killed
two necro women and two negro men.
As in previous years, murders of
whifte persons and crimes or alleged
crimes against white women caused
most of the summary executions. The
murders were in the big majority,
""" '"'
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Hines, Ala. "I must confess", says
Mrs. Eula Mae Reid, of this place, "that
Cardui, the woman's tonic, has done me
a great deal of good.
Before I commenced using Cardui, I
would spit up everything 1 ate. I had a
tired. SWnV frp!''nTfl!l fho tima nA
I couldT hardly drag around,
irregular.
uuu woum nave severe neaaaches con
tinuously.
Since taking Carduf, I have entirely
quit spitting up what I eat. Everything
seems to digest all right, and I have
uucu iu yuunus in weigni.
If you are a victim of
any of the numerous ills so common to your sex, it is
miuug iu auner.
For half a century. Cardui hac Jwn
lieving just such ills, as is proven by the
uiuusdnus oi leners, similar to tne above,
mnv.li puur iiuo our omce, year oy year,
Cardui is successful because it is com.
posed of ingredients which actspeoifically
on the womanly constitution, and helps
uuuu ine weaKenea organs oack to health
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and strength.
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however, and the number of cases In
which atacks on women were charged
snowed a gratityikg decrease over
the figures of previous years.
Nineteen of the victims of the 44
lynchings were accused of the mur
der of white men. Four were charged
with murdering white girls or wom
en. Attempted criminal assault is on
record as responsible for nine of the
lynchings. Two negroes were lynch
ed for frightening white women, one
for insulting a white woman, and another for being found concealed under
the bed iln a woman's room. Two
negroes were lynched for shooting or
assaulting white men, one for robbery
ana snooting, one for assisting a ne
gro murderer to escape, and another
for horse stealing. In one case the
crime charged against the victim was
not stated.
The gratifying decrease in lynching
in southern states is attributed large
ly to the efforts that have been made
by governors, county sheriffs and
prominent citizens in the last few
years to prevent mob violence. Many
of those in authority
have acted
promptly and energetically to prevent
lynchings, with the declared policy of
giving the law free opportunity- for
the punishment of all alleged offend
ers, white or black. '
A notable example was set on August 18 by the sheriff at Spartanburg,
S. C. In spite of the fact that dynamite was used, he prevented a mob
from lynching a negro who was accused of assaulting a white woman.
Later the negro was tried before a
white jury and found not guilty.
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Beads and heavy tassels, beaded
passamenterie and touches of the gorgeous in gold and silver laces are used
on all varieties of gowns, but are most
happily placed on dinner and evening
toilettes. A bit of finery in embroidery quite changes the character of an
ordinary dress. What with the
girdle and draped skirts, clever dresses are able to make one skirt
do duty for various occasions. By arranging a train 60 that it can be
draped up on the skirt, making it
round, and by two or three separate
bodices, one may manage variety with
out much trouble. This is a great
convenience for the tourist. Extra
tunics and long scarf draperies used
over a skirt and girdle do wonders of
transformation, also.
, Black
satin iS the best choice in
the softest and most "souple" of qualities, for a skirt to be worn with several waists or tunics. One may arrange to be either quietly or elaborately gowned, according to one's taste,
by these means.
The spangled scarf and the corsage
rose are great favorites at the moment. - But the feature of features for
on which fashion appears to concentrate attention, is the wonderful development of tassels and beads in decoration. A beaded drapery, which
seems to me merely a scarf wrapped
about the figure, shown here in the
picture, demonstrates how effectively
and cleverly the draping is done.
JULIA BOTTOMLEY.
ever-prese-

invisible on me ouisme. jviimnery
stems and foliage are mounted with
the roses. The roses are in three
shades of pink and rose, made of
narrow, heavy satin ribbon. This is
not a novelty in girdles, but Is a persistent fashion In a good design. It
is one of the very prettiest of designs
along this line and is nearly a stable
thing in fashions as we have had for
several years.
Besides the plain and brocaded ribbons those showing fancy stripes
and those with metallic threads, are
employed In girdles that harmonize
with the present fashions in gowning,
The brocades in supple silks hold first
place and'lend a touch of splendor to
otherwise unpretentious little gowns
One should study the possibilities in
girdles along this line.
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Every time the clock ticks, a New Name is added to
Brook's list of Life Member it pains friendsevervflnv nHSunny
them all. Sunny Brook is a safe, sane satisfying stimulant its
exquisite flavor, soft mellowness and high tonic
have
made It the most popular beverage everywhere, properties
North, South,

1

East and West.
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The plain girdle is stayed
with feather bone at the front, back
and sides, but those In the wider brocaded ribbon are placed only at the
ends. There is a buckle made of buck-rucovered with velvet for confining
the shallow loops at the end of the
brocaded girdle. The ribbon is heavy
and does not need bone stays, but
Is pinned to the bodice after it is ad'
justed to the figure.
A broad satin ribbon, in a heavy
weight, is laid in five plaits for the
dressy girdle, finished with ribbon
roses. The plaits are tacked with
stitches on the wrong side, which are
employed.

Sunny Brook keeps the nerves right, the grip tight, and the
Jieart light. Every bottle is sealed with the Green Government
Mamp, which shows that it is genuine, straight, natural whiskey, and
U. S. Government Standard
100 proof. Furthermore, when you
buy Sunny Brook The Pure Food Whiskey you have the guarantee oi the Largest Ditillert of Fine, Old
Whi.key in the World,
that it is scientifically distilled and carefully aged in the good,
'
old, lionest Sunny Brook way.
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BOTTOMLEY.

SUNDAY STIRS PITTSBURGH
Pittsburgh, Dec. 27. Pittsburgh is
stirred from center to circumference
over the coming of "Billy" Sunday,
who Is scheduled to open one of his
characteristic evangelistic campaigns
in this city tomorrow morning. Pittsburgh is the largest city that the
noted evangelist has ever invaded and
he has made his plans in proportion.
A monster tabernacle has been erected in the heart of the city and a mammoth chorus has been trained to lead
the singing. Three hundred ushers
have been trained in their duties and
one hundred dishpans Qf largest size
are in readiness for use in taking up
the collection. While the voices of
10,000 persons have been raised in
nightly prayer in preparation for the
opening of the campaign, an equal
number of persons have been active
in opposing it. The opposition, which
includes a number of ministers and
many prominent church workers, went
so far as to seek an injunction to restrain the building of the tabernacle.

ing been born December 27, 1823. Sir
Mackenzie became a member of parliament at the time of confederation
and in 1878 joined the cabinet of Sir

Guarding AgaTnsts Croup
The best safeguard against croup Is
a bottle of Foley's Honey and Tar
Compound in the house, p. H. fflnn.
Middleton, Ga., writes: "My children
are very susceptible to croup, easily
catch cold. I give them Foley's
Honey and1 Tar Compound and In
every instance they get prompt relief
and are soon cured. We keep it at
home and prevent croup." O. G.
Schaefer, Red Cioss Drug Store.
Adv.

HIS

SEVENTY-FIFT-

BIRTHDAY

Fredericton, N. B., Dec. 27. Sir
Frederick E. Barker, chief justice of
New Brunswick, received congratulations today on the occasion of his
seventy-fiftbirthday anniversary.
Sir Frederick was born m Sheifield,
N. B., in 183S. He became a judge of
the supreme court of the province in
1893 and has been chief justice since
h

1908.

Macdonald.
During his long cahe held numerous cabinet posiand for a period of about one
he was prime minister.
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LIDAY RATES

Round trip tickets will be on sale to all stations on the
A, T. & S. F. Railway in New Mexico

and Colorado on December 23, 24, 25, 31, 1913 and January 1, 1911. Final
limit on all tickets January 5, 1914.
FARE FOR THE ROUND TRIP
Watrous, N. M. . .
Wagon Mound, N. M..
.
Springer, N. M...
,.
Raton, N. M
Trinidad, Colo
La Junta, Colo
Holly, Colo.
Pueblo, Colo.
Colorado Springs, Colo.
Denver Colo

1.10
2.40

Ribera, N. M
Lamy, N. M
Santa Fe, N. M
Albuquerque, N. M.
Clovis, N M.
Roswell, N.M
Portales, N. M
Texico, N. M..
Gallup, N. M

3.80
5.95
7.00
9.70
12.15
10.65

12.00
14.20

INTERMEDIATE

1.60

3.50
4.53
7.10
17.95

,

23.75
18.95
17.95
15.55

El Paso, Tex
POINTS AT SAME RATIO.

20.35

In addition to the above dates tickets will be on sale December
19th, 20th, 1913, to all stations on the A. T. and S. F. in New Mexico
at the same rates to teachers and students on presentation of certificates signed by officer In charge of school.
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Bumped Up Against ths Real Thing
"I think. I have bumped up against

the real thing in Chamberlain's Tablets," writes D. R, Thomas, of Tidi-outPa. "They do the worn and
cause no unpleasant reaction." In
cases of constipation when pills and
saline cathartics are used, their use
is often followed by constipation, as
they take so much water out of the
system. On the other hand the effect of Chamberlain's Tablets is so
agreeable and so natural that you do
not realize that it has been produced
by a medicine, and no reaction follows
their use. For sale by all dealers.
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Tresham," which is a royalist costume play, and "A Cigarette Maker's
Romance," which is founded on Marion Crawford's well known novel.
FORMER PREMIER 90 YEARS OLD

sleeves are short and made of chifBelleville, Ontario, Pec. 27. Sir
fon, which is continued from the
Mackenzie
Powell, former Dominion
In long scarf ends caught
and for many years a lpader
premier
the
at
waist
loosely
In Canadian public life, attained the
ige of four score and ten today, hav- -

Watch ti"
Many a house has
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Fashion Fads.
The butterfly bow is still dominant
even on the evening gown, and it appears In odd places. Another novelty
is the scarf sleeve, which Is a dainty
The
addition to an evening gown.

John
reer
tions
year
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Washable Cover.
A broom cover has been designed
that is washable, removable (the up
per part being made of cheesecloth
and the bottom of cotton plush) and
fits any ordinary size of broom, says
Good Housekeeping.
It is designed
for sweeping hard wood and painted
floors, matting, walls and ceilings. The
plush has the property of absorbing a
certain amount of dust and lessens
scattering. The cover may be wash- Adv.
ed as frequently as desired.
ACTOR SAILS FOR AMERICA
Aprons fop Children.
London, Dec. 27. Martin Harvey,
Tan cotton aprons, bound with bias the well known
actor, sailed on the
strips of pink or blue lawn, and
of Ireland today to begin
Empress
with
a
to
be
stamped
simple design
tour of Canada and the
embroidered In outline stitch, are sold a
for forty-nincents. They are for United States. After filling a week's
children.
engagement dn Montreal he will make
They are cut on all enveloping lines a transcontinental tour of Canada as
and would make admirable play far as Vancouver. In addition to "The
aprons. There are deep pockets across Only Way," in which he has already
the bottom and straps that button on
appeared before American audiences,
the shoulders.
he will be eeen In "The Breed of
.
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One pound of the low cost
powders contains three ounces of alum, a
mineral acid. Is it safe to put that on your
pantry shelf along with cans
oi food ingredients?
Food baked with alum baking powders h found to
contain a portion
or the alum unchanged.

Read the ingredient clause of label on the can. Unless it
shows cream of tartar don't use the
powder.

A

SKWK.

Its superiority is unquestioned
Its fame world-wid-e
Its use a protection and a guarantee
against alum food

-

The lxm-geapowders are made from "alum," or "sodium aluminum
sulphate which is also alum, a mineral acid, which does not make the

is achieved in cutting the material
and in shaping the skirt to the figure
rather than in the addition of extra
pieces of goods. But for evening wear
with airy and clinging fabrics, that
weigh nothing, to deal with, the de
signs pose two or three materials and
several colors together. This is' done
without making the skirt cumbersome
in the least.
Diaphanous draperies of this kind
result in the most illusive and fasci
nating color effects. One color glows
through another, and with the move
ment of the body in walking or danc
ing several colors are revealed by
themselves and In ever changing com
bination with each other.
Nothing but thin frabrics can be
used in this way. One makes a mis
take to drape a medium weight or
heavy fabric in any but the simplest
manner. The result can only be
clumsy.
Skirts for day wear cut along the
newest lines produce the "top" figure,
with broad lines at the hips narrowing down to the smallest dimensions
at the feet. They are somewbat short
er, top, than iu the early season.
SmarPness attends the wearer of these
eccentric lines, if she be slender. The
stout woman must forego them.
HONOR JOHN MORGAN RICHARDS
But for the slender or the heavy
London, Deo. 27. A committee of figure, long lines of drapery, like
notables headed by Lord Northcliffe those shown in the picture, are be
and including T. p. O'Connor, C. Ar- coming.
thur Pearson and other leaders in
English journalism, has completed INDIVIDUAL TASTE
preparations for a dinner to be given
next week in honor of John Morgan
THE ONLY GUIDE
Richards, the well known journalist
and father of the late "John Oliver
FOR THE GIRDLE
Hobbes." The occasion will be the
golden wedding anniversary of Mr.
and Mrs. Richards. Mr. Richards is
that it is difficult to decide upon
a native of America but has resided an
average by which to make comin London since shortly after the civil parisons. From Oriental sashes that
war.
swath the figure half-wato the knees
and up to the bust, to, rather narrow
ij
flat belts with hanging ends for wear
with cloth dresses, one may find gir
dles and In all the widths between.
A girdle four and a half Inches wide
is about a standard in present styles
In the picture of fancy girdles
shown here very wide ribbons are
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Write to : Chattanooga Mpdlclne Co., Ladles' Ad- visory uept.. natunoora. 1 enn.. for SveciuL In,
itructwiu en your case and a
book. Hom
TreaUMBt lor Women," mm in plain wrapper. NC120
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Cardui has helped others, and will he!p
Get a bottle today. You
you, too.
won t regret iL Your druggist sells it.
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ONLY FORTY-FOUCASES WERE
REPORTED THIS YEAR FROM
THE ENTIRE NATION
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COIiFESSlOI!

Hopes Her Statement, Made Pullic,
will Help Other Women.
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liceman was at the
other end of his beat.
Houses provided with
electric light prot ect
themselves.
Let ut wire your hows for
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THE WEEK WAS STRENUOUS, BUT
SOCIETY COULD STAND ANOTHER

CO.

Editor.

IS. M. PADGETT

A busy week and yet society could
stand It again soon without any seri
ous result. Chrfstm'as and all
the
usual gastronotnlcal
performances
that come with the day managed to
keep everybody busy, and yet very
happy. It's all over now. Most peo
s
ple have recovered from tho
arid there is nothing to do until
next week. Everyone will gladly welcome Christmas next year, tut they
wouldn't care for another before the
scheduled date.
Monday everybody was busy lnalfirjg
the Christnwe packages and making
those necessary final purchases; Tues
day was the same thing over with the
exception that those who shopped on
this day did not do their shopping ear
ly. Wednesday was. very busy.
All
day the entire populace was In a stew
and hurry. Mother started working
out her plans for the morrow, sister
was busy making candy or sewin
on some little piece of work CS
she was sure "he" would appreciate,
brother rested little, due; to the fact
that he was the ordained 'niVssenger
for the household during ' the entire
day, while-- the 'baby" (if there was
one) did its dutiful share by crying
loudly all day ou 'account of . not be
ing rocked and Vlieeiea'-aboenough
to suit his demands. Father, the one
member of (he household who' is always the goat, fh "addition to experiencing an unusually busy"'day in his
own business was forced to purchase
the presents ' which 'fi'C' would bestow
upon his family the next day. These
purchases usually were' 'economical, for
the head of the household remember
after-effect-

Eatered at the postoffice at East
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LI. PAPERS DISCONTINUED
EXPIRATION OF TIME
PAID FOR
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For the queen A bouquet of flow
ers donated by Perry Onion.
For the most handscome costume
First lady's prize, $25 set of furs donated by Mrs. Frank Strass; second
lady's prize, electric toaster stove donated by the Las Vegas Light and
Power company. First gentleman's
prize, silver mounted umbrella, donated by R. J. Taupert; second gentleman's prize, $12 sweater coat to meas
ure;" donated by the Palace Clothing
company.

For the most appropriate costume
First lady's prize, Roseville umbrella
stand, donated by the Rosenthal Furniture company; second lady's prize,
five pound box of candy, donated by
tho Potter Candy
company. First
gentleman's prize, electric iron, donated by Charles O'Malley; second gentleman's prize, one pair of dress
gloves, donated by Hedgcock'a Shoe
store.
For the most original costume-Fi- rst
lady's prize, premo kodok, donated by Mrs. L. Poole Wright; seclN'mimored brass
ond lady's prize,
vase donated by Bacharaeh Brothers;
first geh'tieman's prize, box of cigars,
donated by Charles Greenclay; second
gentleman's jrize, box of ties donated
by Hillbrand, the tailor.
For the best acted character First
lady's prize, silver mesh bag, donated
by E. G. Murphey; second lady's pjjjize,
bottle of , perfnpje. donated by 0, G.
Schacfer; first gentleman's prize,
briar pipe, donated by the Baer Curio
store; second gentleman's prize, box
of cigars, donated by Tucker and

Fpr the most ludicrous costume
Advertisers are guaranteed the ed that he would foot;,afi 'bills. It is
First
lady's prize, Rochester casseand
circulation
said
of
father
that 'the only time that
(tergest daily
weekly
role, donated by the Center Block Drug
r?4 any newspaper In northern New he really itf inclined to be economical
Kfexlco.
is at this time"o? the year, but can he company; second lady's prize, picture
be blamed for this? Thus it may be donated by the Las Vegas UndertakTELEPHONES i'
seen that the day was one of extreme ing company. First gentleman's prize,
C&iislnesa Office
. .Main 2 rustle and
a ham, donated by the Las Vegas Merbustle. '
Main 9
Ntwi Department
Then came the real day, Christmas cantile company; second gentleman's
of the year 1013. After snuggling the prize, box of cigars, donated by
DECEMBER
SATURDAY,
27, 1913 kids into bed
and Benjamin.
Wednesday night, fath
For the best juvenile costume First
er and mother drew the Christmas
THE ItULi: OF KEASOX tree from its hiding place, and
vase donated by
quiet- lady's prize, Japanese
D.
Becond
Boucher
C.
the
grocery;
ly decorating it and placing the Christ
We are somewhat gratified to see mas
box of candy, donated by
prize,
lady's
all
to
retired
about,
gifts
they
4iia: the district court of Torrance
O. L. Gregory; first gentleman's prize,
sleep perhaps five hours, when
differs
with
the
oiii.ty
one dozen cabinet photographs, donatgovernoi'3 noisy clatter was heard
signifying
travpling auditor In the mattei'
that tthe children had awakened and ed by J. L. Tooker; second gentlestteosing penalties on taxes wh'clt the we-eman's prize, one dozen tickets to
noisily opening Their prtse'IttS;
treasurer declines to receive.
donated by Duncan
at
and
intervals
giving loud Joyous Photoplay theater,
The court has declined to compel
and Browne.
war
whoops.
txpayera to pay penalty on tarsM in
For the best waltzer First lady's
All day there was something inter
6es whsro (he proper officers were
silk scarf, donated by Mrs. A.
prize,
The
ret ready to receive the taxes on De- - esting happening.
preparation for
second lady's prize, Japanocjnbcr 1. The court evidently thought the big dinner was the paramount is Standish;
ese
donated by Baily's Cujardiniere,
wffsr
a happy thought to ev
nat reason must prevail and that it sue, and
t
not the proper thing to charge a erybody but brother, who, taking a rio store; first gentleman's prize, umiaan for delinquency that is not his sudden liking to the candy that some brella, donated by M. Greenberger;
iault. He has also held that the one had sent sister, had devoured the second gentleman's prize, handkertreasurer must allow a reasonable entire contents of the big box. The chief set, donated by Cellers Dry
"Ume for the taxpayer to get to the thought of dinner had little effect on Goods company.
For the best cake walkers First
"office to pay his taxes. No
aeroplanes him, but after being the victim of the
are In general use in Torrance county, unusual home remedies for such ail- prize, cake, donated by Graaf and
second prize, dress shirt,
'wo understand, and it appears em- ments, by dinner time he
finally was llayward;
inently reasonable to allow a man brought back to a normal state. The donated by I. K. Lewis, tailor.
time to get to the office by means of dinner was
For the best negro character One
turkey .with the "fix- ihe ordinary means of transportation. ins" and great,, other
box of cigars, donated by William Cul- many
tasty dishes 3en.
With all due respect to the govbrought out on everyone's, face that
ernor's traveling auditor, who Bays look which
The costumes for the dance will be
spells happiness and the
the taxpayer must be punished for Glad
on
display at El Dorado Hotel, begin
I'm Alive' expression. In the
the tardiness of the official, we
are the
afternoon
amusementa , presented ning Monday morning. These
that the court decision will apaccordever
obtained,
most
complete
themselves and thus through the enpeal more strongly than the auditor's
in charge of this deuart-mento
those
ing
decision to the majority of the people, tire evening, . Late Christmas night
all retired pleased; with the day and
i Albuquerque Herald.
The doors of the Duncan opera
wishing that the morrow would be ano
will open'a't 7:30 o'clock. Wedhouse
other
similar
period of pleasure.
NATIONAL .HOCKEY SEASON
evening.'' The crowning of the
Yesterday was-- a, quiet resting time nesday
Toronto,, Ont., Dec. 27. The chamand
queen will take place at
king
and general day xif rearranging, the
pionship season of the National
and dancing will start
8:30
o'clock,
house after the trenjUous. day. Every
.Hockey association, the leading proof the grand march
the
with
beginning
fessional organization of its kind in body retired early, and .with the one at 9 o'clock. The masquers will have
the Dominion, opens tonight and will good night's rest are, nowagain ready exclusive use of the floor until 11:30
tnontinue until March 4, In the open-3n- for the forthcoming ..weekr-v
will be award
Next weekjjwHl be . busy.. The two l o'clock when the prizes
contests Quebec is scheduled to
and jti'tihmasking take place.
ed
on
affairs
New Year's Eve will be
jslay with the Ottawas, the Canadians big
It wt! W'tho biggest affair of the
r.
with the Ontarlos, and Toronto with big factors toward enteriatumeut,
and doubtless Las Vegans will
year
while numerous Individual evlhts are
the Wanderers.
in huge crowds to asto be given,'; The spirit of. the old attend the ball
in making their an- fire
sist
the
boys
year's leave Will be joyous and 1914
ual dance a greater, success this year
will be ushered in with glad celebraDISPLAYS
ever before.
than
tions and test wishes for a new and
:.; ;
', 4
brighter existence than 1913 experiMiss Greenberger Gives"'
..
enced.
'
Delightful Party
Mitts
home
at
her
afternoon
This
Carolina Greenberger was hostess at a
HE 1914 OVERHAND IS AN AUTO- Wonderful Prizes, ,,
i
"
' 6ffered
riefLghlM party. Curds furnished en
MOBILE STRICTLY
by Firemen "
afDATE
The final arrangements for the East tertainment. At the close of the
served.
were
refreshments
Las Vegas fire department's thirty-thir- ternoon
Miss
t
annual Now Year's Masquerade Present were Miss Audrey Burns,
II. 15. Hubbard, who recently took
Alice C(Sors, Miss Elizabeth Coors,
a
to
are
Las
the
being brought rapidly
Vegas agency for the Overland ball
Marie Clement, Miss Lucy ClemThe dvance ticket sale has Miss
rsutomobile, has received one of tlie close.
Miss Marguerite Cluxton, Miss
ent,
and
men
1914 models and is displaying the car been heavy, and the business
Graubarth, Miss Phebe Hart,
n the streets. This car Is one of the citizens in general have responded Mary
Miss Lorna Johnson, Miss Opal Jones,
of
-- utt
complete machines on the mar-ii- heartily, adding to the prospect
Miss Ruby Jones, Miiss Pauline Levy,
and yet ranks among the lowest in making the ball a bigger and grander Miss Louise Lowry, Miss Mary Lowry,
success than ever before.
Miss Mabel Laird, Miss Ola Laird,
The new car is built on different
The prizes have been donated and Miss Rose Kellogg, Miss Frances
' .ic-from any other model, making a are the best and moat complete ever Myers, Miss Lucy Myers, Miss Made."'.tier piece of work. The car
given the fire boys for their dance. line Mills, Miss Marie Mann, Miss
t
the business Ruth Nahm, Miss Ruth Parkin, Miss
by Mr. Hubbard has a dark The following is trtist-athe Aileen Rosenthal, Miss Reglna Stern,
contributed
that
houses
mm finish. The car Is electrically
arted an i lighted and is of 35 horse prizes and those who will receive Miss Grace Lord, Miss Sadie Tooker,
them:
Miss Chella Van Petten, Miss Ruth
vw?r.
For the king! of tbe'ball 100 calling Winters, Miss Hazel Webb, UTRJ
V r. Hubbard expects new shipments
cars soon "and doubtleca will ex--- - cards, donated by The Optic Publish- Elizabeth West and Miss Emma
Tamme.
rlcr.ee a large sale in Las Vegas.
ing company.
5
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Christmas Party
At the Y, M. C. A.
The annual "Dormdwellers" Christmas eve party given at the Y. M. C.
A, Wednesday evening proved to be
one of the many enjoyable events of
Christmas week. This party is the
second annual affair of its kind that
has been given at the Y. M. C. A.,
and this year's event proved even better than the one given on Christmas

27,

1913.

Pleasure Looked for
At New Year's Party.
of next
On Wednesday evening
week Las Vegas society folk will don
their best and attend the big annual
New Year's eve banquet and dance

to be given at the Castaneda hotel.
The attendance will be hirge, and It
will be one of the big events of the
year. .
Those In charge of the affair say
.
eve 1912.
that arrangements have been made
The "Dwellers" and a few invited for a larger attendance than was at
Reservations have
guests assembled at the Y. M. C. A. Ifirst expected.
at 11 o'clock in the lobby of the been coming fast during the past
building. After the usual
week, and in some cases it has been
and other salutations peculiar to the a serious proposition as to how all
male sex, the party settled down for will be accommodated.
a good time. With the abundance
The menu for the banquet has been
of jokes that came from some un prepared by the management of the
known source the party was soon in hotel and is one of the be.st ever at- a mood of Jollity and the evening ) tempted. "A scrumptious feed for a
continued at a pleasant pace.
scrumptious crowd with a scrumpToward midnight (scandalous hours tious good time added" will be the
for bachelors, too) the telephone rang slogan of the affair. Everyone who
loudly and at the other end of the has made arrangements to attend goes
wire there appeared to be a very much with the anticipation of a jolly good
displeased man. He informed the time and doubtless will realize that
leaders of the party that he had been ambition.
The music for the dance, which
slighted and being that his official
capacity was that of Santa Claus de will follow the banquet, will be furmanded that he be admitted to the nished by an Albuquerque orchestra
assemblage. Secretary LeNolr, hear and It lis said this organization is one
ting the rumpus, demanded that he be of the best in the Duke City, The
allowed to take the phone, insinuating local orchestra couhf'hot be obtained
"- tbat he would quickly Settle the ar- on account
engagement.
Is
scheduled to begin
The banquet
gument by giving the intruder a strict
censuring for making stsch a noise at at 9 o'clock and no doubt promptness
such an unearthly hour. However1, will be observed by all. A big party
the oqd Santa Claus soon subdued for a' Jolly crowd and a real pleasant
the 's&cretary, who finally agreed to entrance for the New Year evidently
admit tne1 venerable gentleman. Mr. will be a lasting remembrance to all
LeNolr had hardly left the telephone those who attend
when Santa Claus appeared coming
down the lobby from the dormitory. Christmas Dance
"" "''
It was one on LeNoir and proved a At tho Clufi :fiboms.
very entertaining feature of the party.
Thursday evening &(' the CommerMr. LeNoir was kindly remembered cial club rooms an Informal dance
by Santa, who presented him with was given by the younger members
some pretty little gKt$. For the en- of the club, which proved to be a
tire party he also brought, a gift. The pleasant affair. The dance was arstunt worked fine and,, credit has been ranged late Christmas afternoon.
committee Present we're Mr. and Mrs. H. W.
given the entertainment
for its unique form of entertainment. Clark, Mr. and Mrs. S. B. Davis, Jr.,
The remainder of the 'evening was Mrs. Murray Carleton, Mrs. J. H.
spent in a general social way. A big Clary, Miss Caroline Greenberger,
feed which kindly I.as Vegas ladies Miss France? Myers, Miss Regina
had provided for the party was dis- Stern, Miss Mary Harris, Miss Helen
posed of heartily, for everything goes Kelly, Miss Louise Cunningham, Miss
hearty at that place! Mrs. A., B. Helen Cunningham, Miss Ruth Parkin,
Liyingood, wife of a former resident Miss Marie Mann, Mr. Donald Hart,
of the dormitory, was present and de- Mr. John Harris, Mr. Lawrence Tamplay- me, Mr. Wilson Mills, Mr. Charles
lightfully assisted' the party
'
to
numerous
Hedgcock, Mr. William Tipton, Mr.
ing accompaniments
songs. As to how they Vere sung re- Orrin Blood, Mr. Frank Ettinger, Mr.
mains a mystery, though stragglers Lee Gerard, Mr. Jay Stern, Mr. Morpassing the Y. M. C. A. at that hour ton Stern, Mr. C. C. Kettle, Mr. Walin the "morning" say that the men ter Farkin and Mr. Sam Greenberger.
did exceptionally well. It is possible
that Secretary LeNoir may make ar- Castaneda Folk
rangements to put the inmates of his Have a Good Time.
A regular Christmas tree loaded
dormitory on the Santa Fe concert
tour as a singing club should they with presents, and a Jolly good time
show any future signs of warbling.
foilojving, is the story in a nutshell
The party was a complete success of. the party given at the Castaneda
and well enjoyed. It was a Jolly fore- hotel Wednesday evening, when the
runner for Christmas day and long clerks, dining room girls and all other
will be a pleasant remembrance to all employes of the hostelry were the
who attended. .. The entertainment guests of E. T. Plowman, manager
committee deserves credit for its of this division of the Harvey system
work and hearty thanks have been and formerly manager of the Castarendered those las Vegas ladies who neda. The party was attended also
delightfully assisted the party by fur- by .numerous Las Vegans who enjoyed with all others present the Jolly
nishing eatables.
Those present were A. E. DeMarais; affair. This is the annual Christmas
.T. W.
Klrklay, P. H. LeNoir, Louis C tree and party given by Mr. Plowman
Taylor, Charles J. Fuhst, W. L. Sells, and it was more than ever an occaP. A. Brinegar, J. F. Conway, Charles sion of jollity this year.
Skafte, J. S. Jones, L. R. Bloom, Co4
lbert Root, W. H. Hanson, F. Am- Elks to Dance
brose and Mr. and Mrs. A. B.
at the Club Tonight
at the Elks' club a dance
will be given for all Elks and their
Masons Plan
ladies. The affair is to be given for
For a Jolly Time.
the purpose of raising funds to defray
Tonight in, the rooms of Chapman the expenses of bringing the Raton
lodge No. 2, A. F. & A. M., will occur Elks' bowling team to this city tomorthe installation of the newly elected row to bo wi' against the local team.
officers for the coming yean Fol- All Elks and their ladies are invited
lowing the installation wiill occur a to be present, and a Jolly good time
big banquet ; which promises to be a is guaranteed.
An admission of 50
pleasing aftermath. The banquet will cents will be charged each couple.
take pjgde in the Masonic social room.
At the; recent election of officers Tau
Kappa Club
of Chapman, lodge No. 2, G. M. Cary, Holds a Meeting.
manager of the Las Vegas exchange
The Tau Kappa club met last Satof the Mountain States Telegraph and
urday evening with Miss Ruby Jones
Telephone company, was elected wor- for its weekly session. At the close
shipful master. The other officers ffi the esfentng ffefreshments were
chosen were: A. M. Staley, senior served, present were Miss Leona
warden; H. W. Clark, junior warden; Greenclay, kiss Lucy Myers, Miss
R .M. Ross, treasurer; H. S. Van
,'
Mary Lowry, Miss Ruth Nahm, Miss
secretary; H .R. McKee, senior Grace Lord, Miss Edith Tooker and
deacon; H. Wenger, junior deacon; Miss Elizabeth Parnell.
Rev. J. 9. Moore, chaplain; N. O. Her4
man,' tyler.
V
Christmas at the J
All local and visiting members of Las
Vegas Hospital.
the Masonic fraternity" are' invited to
Christmas day was enjqyably. celebe present this' evening. ' ' '
brated at the Las Vegas hospital. A
4 4 4
number of charitable Las Vegas tenLittle Doing In
dered presents to many of the paSociety Circles
tients, cheering them with the spirit
On account of Christmas week there of the
day. The management of the
were few regular clutt meetings dur- institution remembered each
patient,
ing the past bIx days. The Round and in addition to a huge turkey dinDozen and two bridge and whist clubs ner the day was observed according
suspending their meetings for the to Christmas custom.
week. It Is probable that there also
4 4 4
'
will fee no meetings next week, but Columbians to
the newyear will be started off In a Give a Smoker
The Knights of Columbus will give
good way by numerous" enjoyable afa smoker Tuesday evening In the O.
fairs.
Society events as a whole were R. C. hall' for the members of Las Vescarce, due to the fact tbat the Yule-tid- gas council and visiting knights. Emil
must be celebrated. The society Clement, lecturer of the council, is
events, with a few exceptions, were making preparations for the party,
confined strictly to the home, and which, It Is expected, will be a delightful affair.
there the best reigned.
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Romalne.v
Hotel
At
Mr. Bloom .owner and manager of
the Hotel Romaine, assisted by his
wife and daughter, Miss Ivan, sur
prised their guests and employes with
a most enjoyable Christmas party.
At 8 p. m. on Christmas Kve the doors
of the large east parlor on the second
floor were thrown open, displaying to
the invited folk a magnificently dec
orated and bountifully loaded tree.
Mrs. Nina Hagelberg, an accom
plished musician from ..Chicago began
playing a quick step,, and, Immediately
tiny tots up to gray haired adults join
ed hands and danced around
the
Christmas tree. Santa Claus, repre
sented by W. H. Humphries, suddenly
popped in at the window, gained the
confidence of the children, and then
presented the gifts. Every guest and
employe received a beautiful and appropriate gift from Mr. Bloom, bis
wife or daughter.
During the evening's exercises Miss
Ivan Bloom gave two readings and
he accomplished manner in which
she handled her subjects shows a
training capable of illustrating every
form of thought, every kind of senti-- .
ment or emotion, and every style of ,
composition ,and delivery. Mr. G...E.
Hall recited a humorows poem which
was appreciated and applauded. .,
Mr. S. E. Chentle with his rope,
"ircled nooses through he air and especially around his own body from
floor to ceiling until jumping out of
it a "simple twist of the wrist" would
make it land over the head of the
nearest man, and then by a series of
twists the captured one was enmeshed in a network of knots until some
one exclaimed: "He could make tatting." Mr. Bloom amused bis guests
j

with funny stories and then the
party
closed with music and songs of cheer.
Miss Sadie Kirkufr. the teacher of
the Los Alamos public schools, gave
an entertainment on Christmas Eve at
the school house. The affair was
thoroughly enjoyed by all who attend-- '
ed. The pupils, all of whom are Span-;s- h
speaking children, did their various
parts on the program in an excellent
manner. The teacher and the school
directors and parents of the pupils
were greatly pleased with the showing made.
V
An Argument
in Denfense of "Rags"

Following are two articles defending the present day dances. Dhey present argument showing the dances, as
they should be danced, to be really
artistic and acting as an assistant to
the physical development of those who
"rag":
One of the results of the present
dancing craze is a sensible change in
feminine fashions, according to Mis.i
Anne Morgan's associate, Miss Elizabeth Marbury, who is a superintendent
of the Newcastle house, which opens
this afternoon.
From opposition to the modern form
of entertainment she has been won
over and gives as her reason the, better health of the men and women who

(i r n

!'

dance.

"Before the dancing fad began women used to wear their skirts so tight
they could scarcely get in and out or
an automobile," Miss Marbury said today.
on Page Five.)
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"Hew to the line, let the chips fall

where they will"
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Mrs. Ollie Shearer, midwife. Hotel
Romaine. -- Adv.
W. T. Keady, employe of the Santa
Fe Railway company, was a visitor In

1ICII1GAN

Las Vegas today.
Sam String, a commercial Salesman
from St. Joseph, Mo was a 'business
visitor in Las Vegas today.
Mrs. P. O. McQuiddy left last night
for Cerrillos where she will vist for
'
the next few days.
Wgh
the
of
Read
Professor B. J.
school returned this afternoon from
a short business visit In Denver.
Tom Condon of Rociada left last
right for Adair, la., where ho was
called on account of the sudden death
of a relative.
F. T. Woodard of Colorado Springs,
Colo., was a business visitor in Las
Vegas today. He Is connected with
the Santa Fe Railway company.
George Lewis, formerly a business
man of this city, came over last night
from Santa Fe for a short visit here.
He was accompanied by his wife.
Leon Bowen, son of Mr. and Mrs.
T. B. Bowen, left last night for Los
Angeles where he Is attending school.
Leon has been visiting his parents
bere during the holidays.
T. R. Stewart of Santa Fe was a
business visitor in Las Vegas today.
W. W. Tipton came In last night
from his home at Los Alamos and will
be a business visitor here for several

(Continued From Page One.)
per range at the earliest; possible moment, and that Governor Ferris, In
his opinion, should declare martial
law in the strike eecUon.
'
Moyer was put In a lower berth
In the front of 'the car, and Tanner,
bruised from kicks and with a badly
bruised and swollen left eye, was
.
placed in the next berth.
The two guards, each armed with
two pistols in holsters, according to
Moyer, Tanner and fidmonton Krafft,
the porter, took seals across the aisle
and remained there until channing,
Mich., was reached at 6 a. m.
"The guards told me and the con
ductor, George Harris, that they were
riding with Tanner and Moyer to protect them from further molestation,"
said the porter- Krafft. Krafft said
that Moyer did not protest, and Moyer
confirmed this.
"The conductor and traln crew could
see what was happening;'?'' I didn't
need to tell them," said Moyer. ''

day a.

Chappellc, vice president and
general manager of the Federal Light
and Traction company, who was a business visitor In Las Vegas for a short
time yesterday, left last night for Al
buquerque where .he will remain a
short time and later visit Tucson and
In New
Totnm to his headquarters
him
expressed
York City. Chappelle
self as pleased with the business of
bis company here, and also with the
1
progress of the city.
C. C.

Bevond

Mat

Help

at

87

bladder weakness,
KtiffneB in loints. weak. Inactive kid
are
ey action and rheumatic pains,
Mrs.
all evidence of kidney trouble. Taun-1on,
Mary A. Dean, 47 E. Walnut St,
Mass., writes: "I have passed my
be-87th birthday, and thought I was
but
Foley
of
reach
medicine,
the
yond
beneKidney Pills have proved most
ficial in my case. O. G. Schaefer,
Red Cross Drug Store. Adv,
Sleep-disturbin- g
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POST j WEIGHTS

PARCEL

11

SIM

BE

LARGER

GOVERNMENT FINDS IT CAN HAN
DLE BIG BUNDLES AS WELL
AS LITTLE ONES

accordance with an announce
ment made by Postmaster F. O. Blood
some time ago, next Thursday will
witness the going Into effect of a
new weight limit In the .first and second zones of the parcels" post service.
The limit will be Increased from 20
to 50 pounds in the first and second
zones, and in the third, fourth, fifth
sixth, seventh and eighth zones will
be (increased from 11 to 20 pounds.
The rate of postage on parcels ex
ceeding four ounces in weight in the
third, fourth, fifth and sixth zones
shall be as follows:
Third Zone 6 cents for the f t
pound and 2 cents for each addition
al pound or fraction thereof.
Third Zone 7 cents for the first
pound and 4 cents for each additional
pound or fraction thereor.
Fifth Zone 8 cents for the first
pound and 6 cents for each additional
pound or fraction thereof.
9 cents for the first
, Sixth Zone
8
for each additional
cents
and
prtind
pound or fraction thereof.
No change has been made with respect to the limit of size of fourth-clas- s
mail. Parcels of such matter
greater in size than 72 inches In.
length and girth combined, shall not
ba accepted for malting.
For thq purpose of determining
ratea of postage on fourth class or
parcels jjost mail, a guide '""'for"" 65
cents' andj a map for 20 cents may be
purchased! together or separately (the
two are i)sed jointly in computing
postage), by sending a money order
for the proper amount payable to the
third assistant postmaster general,
division of Finance, Washington, D.
C. Postage stamps are not accepted.
The guide is applicable to a.11 postof-ficebut a separate map is required
for each one of the 3,500 squares or
units of area toto which the country
Is divided, and
la, therefore, necessary In ordering a map to state at
what postoffice It is to be used.
In.

,

.

A

Danger Signal
a child that is subject to. croup is a sure sign of an approaching attack. Give Chamberlain's
Court ftemedy as soon as the child
becomes hoarse and the attack may
be warded off. For sale by all dealers. Adv.
Hoarserijesa in

OF

Had Plan for Settlement
Two hours before the attack Moyer
had completed a plan for settlement
of the strike.
"It was to the effect that the presi
dent of the United States and the
governor of Michigan should appoint
five or seven arbitrators to settle the
whole thing, and that the strikers
should return Immediately to work,"
explained Moyer.
As the' train drew near Chicago
Tanner assisted his companion to
dress in' the berth. Victor Berger,
who accompanied them from Milwau
kee, assisted Moyer from the train.
On the platform he was surrounded
by newspaper reporters and photog
raphers, and he stood, supported by
were
Tanner, while pnotoeraphs
taken.
"In the name of common sense
shouted Berger, "give him a rest; get
him to bed," and he joined in the
escort which protected Moyer on the
way out of the union station.
Moyer, through Tanner, sent sev
eral telegrams, among them one to
Ernest Mills of Denver, who said
"He'll go back." Moyer replied that
Mills was right and that the strikers

01 SALE IS
:
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REMEMBER!

our entire

stock of ladles and misses tailored suits and" ladies, misses
and children's coats, and also
our entire stock of men's and
boy's clothing will go at

Actual Cost
Every other item in our store
will be sold at greatly reduced
prices.

Hoffman ft Graubarth
THE POPULAR PRICE STORE
Phone Main

104

Needs No Aid
, vfiiialumet
Chicago, Dec. 27. The Cajumet cit
izens' committee is able to care finan
cially for those breaved by the Christ

mas catastrophe, and outside aid is
not needed. A message received to
day by the Associated Press reads;.
'With kindest teeling for those who
offer It, we ask no outside nelp. These
are our own people and it is our
sacred privilege to care for our dead
and to comfort the living. The fore
going paragraph was incorporated In
resolutions adopted at tlis mass meeting of citizens of the copper country.
The relief fund already is ample to
care for all Immediate necessities and
this message Is sent to prevent needless contributions and forwarding of
money to unauthorized sources.
".RELIEF COMMITTEE.
"Signed)
"P. H. Schumaker, chairman; P. J.
Colhaas. ecretary; M. A. Thomatz,
treasurer?'
McNaughton Denies Story
"Any charge by Moyer that I had
any part in the occurrences of last
night at Hancock Is absolutely and
unqualifiedly false," said James McNaughton of the Calumet a.nd
company, today.
"I KEsed the evening In Cd'.'imec,
at inpcEy.'ng my wife culio.5 on
fr'ends end later walking across the
would win.
street from' their home to a social
Ciub. 1 ceUainly could not haye been
Mine Guards Accompanied Party
David Klein, who said he was
la H&rcock at the time indicated.""
An Associated Press reporter aw
guard at the Mohawk mine, and three
other men who Klein said also were Mr. McNaughton in the club alctit
guards, came on the same train with 9:45 o'clock last night.
Moyer to Chicago.
Has Bullet in Shoulder
"We were ordered aboard about ten
minutes before the train left Hancock;
Chicago, Dec. 27. Charles H. Moyer,
I don't know why," said Klein. "We beaten shot and run out of Hancock,
work for the Asser agency and we Mich., by a mob last night, arrived
will report to the Chicago representa- here this afternoon. He was taken to
tive of the agency for further instruc- a
hotel, but later in the day will be
tions."
to a hospital, where a surremoved
They did not molest Moyer or Tan- geon will probe for the bullet in the
ner on the trip. . Klein said that whismuscles of his left shoulder.
tles blew all over Hancock wbile the
mob was at work. Tanner travels
Union Officers rrotest
most of the time, but he 6aid that so
Dec. 27. National officers
Denver,
far as he had a home it is Virginia of
the Western Federation ot Miners,
of
the
.union
local
which
to
City, Nev.,
at headquarters here today, sent a
federation he belongs.
telegram to Secretary of Labor Wilson asking an investigation of the deNo Anxiety in Calumet
portation of 'Cbarles H.,,Moyer. Other
as
27.
Dec.
Word
telegrapmswere sent tp varlous.local
Calumet, Mich.,
to the whereabouts of Charles H. organizations of the Western Federathem to hold mass
Moyer, president of the Western Fed- tion, directing
eration of Miners, who was sent out meetings In protest against the attack
of the copper strike district last night, upon the president of the order.
Officers of the union stated that,
was awaited with no outward show
of anxiety at the local headquarters after the receipt of information from
the jlabpj: attorney s in Michigan, efearly today.
The local union men were bitter In fort! wfculd ilw made to secure redress
their denunciation "oftH8""kldnaping by constitutional means.
This is the second alleged kidnapof Moyer."
rellttle'indicatlon
that
ing in which Moyer has figured With
There waj
lief from the committee of citizens William D. Haywood and George A.
would be more acceptable today to Pettlbone he was arrested In Februvictims of the Italian hall disaster ary, 190G, charged with the murder
than It was yesterday. Some merch- of former Governor Frank Steunenberg
ants reported that they had filled of Idaho.' The arrest was' made on a
numerous orders for black dress requisition issued by the governor
goods Intended as material for mourn- of Idaho, and honored by the governor
uuYbn ofing costumes but hone would admit of Colorado, and the three
onto
rea
ficers
were
burried
special
to
the
traceable
were
that these
lief committee, I That body, according- train before' their counsel had time
ly was again confronted with the task to secure writs of habeas corpus.
of disposing of the $25,000 for Which After the prisoners had been taken to
Idaho habeas corpus writs were
it has as yet found no takers.
It was declared at the Calumet sworn out in that state, but after prounion headquarters this morning that longed . litigation the supreme court
President Moyer of the Western Fed- of the United States rendered an opinkidnaping of
eration of Miners was shot In the ion that the
was
dewas
Pettibone
and
he
head
before
Moyer,
Haywood
shoulder and
acwere
union
officers
the
from
The
legal.
persons
unknown
by
ported
in
murder
th
last
of
night. quitted
Steunenberg
copper strike district late
a notable trial in which Harry Orchard
This report cannot be confirmed.
It was said by local union officials made a wramatlc confession in which
that the "kidnaping" will have no ef- he claimed he had been hired as a
fect on the future conduct ,of the wholesale slayer by the Western Fed.
strikers, although they believed it eration of Miners.
would result in a congressional Investigation which federation leaders have Governor Says to Question County
been urging for several weeks. ,
Big Rapids, Mich., Dec. 27. Governor
the
is
Ferris, who is spendinig the
Sheriff Cruz
investigating
week-enat his home here, believes
un
been
so
has
but
far
case,
Moyer
that Charles H. Moyer, president of
able to solve the mystery.
"

lii-cl-

"

"

;

d
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1913.

27,

the Western Federation of Miners,
should seek redress from the Houghton county authorities for the alleged
attack on him last night, before he
appeals to the state for help, -
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Societp Kotesj

took up the fashionable exercise.
Their eyes are brighter, they show
more animation, and physically they
are greatly improved."
The tango really Is a mild form of
the Spanish fandango, modified for
the ballroom and to be danced in our
style, of dress. The "Argentine,"
which is done in the dives down in
Argentine republic. Is not the tango
at all, but a rough, wiggling, sugges
tive .dance.. Variations of this and
of the.SOrcalled "turkey trot" are what
usually 'are danced on the Btage and
in theicabarets for the tango. Ttsat
is why the tango, wrongly called, bars
received a bad name.
But the real tango has come to
stay, altho.igh it probably will be
long time Vefore one will see several
couples dancing it at any one time.
VI is Is bo.iause there are not many
who know how to dance it, and of those
who do, many are i:6o timid to get up
on the floor beforo a or. wd and drue
the tango. Of those who try to dance
the tango now, most of them do a
modification of the waltz with a few
balancing steps thrown In.
waltz
As evervone knows, the
as the
Btill
supreme
which
reigns
greatest of all dances should be
danced without, raising the body at all,
as
by gracefully gliding over the floor,
if skating. The waltz goes around,
but the tango, .goes In straight lines,
according to the direction the dancers
wish to go.
Having no decided steps, the tango
is unmechanical, and it cannot be
danced at all that is, properly un
less done cracefully." In the tango one
or anymay take the first stop' last
where in the dance, or the last step
The
first it makes no difference.
utter
its
is
dance
the
ot
fascination
lack of set form. It is capable of as
can in
many variations as the dancers
trt-0anii
it remains with the dan
opra as to how'.beautiful it is made.
Wendell Phillips Dodge, in Leslie's
Weekly.

,i

,,

Santa Claus in
.Salt Lake City
To a thrifty Mormon household came
the patron saint of Yule.
Ho was puffing like an engine, he was
laden like a mule,
For he knew a row. of stockings such
as nowhere else is seen
Would be yawning there before him
in the home of Elder Green.
So he shoved his pack ahead of him
and started down the flue
While he muttered, "This is some
that I hate like smoke to do"

thing
Then ha followed with reluctance
through the sinooly, smudgy air.
was
Quickly landing where the hosiery
hund in many a pair.

f

EASY IT IS
TO ACCUMULATE MONEY IN OUR.
BANK TILL HE HAS TIUED . . . ...

An army of Ihrifly people is laying up money in savings deposits.
Per Cent on savings deposits.
Four
ik
pay

PEOPLES BANK

(Continued From Page Four.)
"Now they have them cut a sensible and. comfortable width, so they
dance with ease and grace. And J
thoroughly approve of the fashion.
"Another Improvement which is directly due to dancing is the health of
those who dance. Women who never
took any exercise now dance an hour
or two without feeling tired, and they
looia better than they did before they

-

NO ONE KNOWS HOW

- 1

Get busy before our stock
is exhuasted

,

SATURDAY,

Why not you?
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Mrs. Clark Hostess
To Bright Idea Club.

HON

individual to decide. They declined to
promise that any word for or against
the proposal should go from union
headquarters, "saying that in this they
were reflecting the wishes of President Moyer.
The committee, finding Itself fac
ing another blank wall, adjourned until later in the day without taking action. Investigators reported that rebuffs similar to those experienced yesterday had been met at all homes visited today.

HEN LOOK

The Bright Idea club met yesterday,
for the first time in several weeks,
with Mrs. Herbert W. Clark. A delightful afternoon was spent by all
present, closed by the serving of re
freshments. Present were Mrs. S. B.
Davis, Jr., Mr. C. S. Losey, Mrs.
Charles Spiess, Mrs. Erie Hoke, Mrs.
Sunderland, Mrs. H. E. Fell, Mrs. Murray Carleton, Mrs. L. V. Crocker,
(Continued from Page One)
Mrs. J. A. LaRue and Miss Louise
Pugh.
jured and was walking upright Nfl
shots weer fired in, tha hotel,, he said
Gentle Hint for
and there was no struggle or othe.
Society Damsels.
evidence of disorder within its walls BOOKLET
,,fi...
INFORMS THE
Although the season is now far too He said: "A number of men. went
pold for the wearing of the light dia to Moyer's room.
AUTOMOBILE OWNERS
phanous garments that created a sen
First word of the whereabouts of
sation all over the worla last summer, the federation
president cams, to Calu
the following may be a gentle hint met
in Associated Press .dispatches TELLS THEM WHAT STATE LAW
.r..;,.
for Las Vegas young ladies during the from
Green Bay, Wis. TJjesejjwere
UNDER ALL
REQUIRES
cst
coming summer;
followed by a telegram,, from Moyer
CONDITIONS
foftaeSE
Decatur, III, Dec. 27. Diaphanous
and silt skirts and transparent stock himself, in which heboid the .local officers to carry out plains: previously
A booklet giving details of the state
ings were barred in the Charleston
on and asked them to tell the law in relation to automobiles has
agreed
highi school at a special session Of IW
and file of tha strikers that his been Issued from Santa Fe and no
girl students and women members ot;rank
to Chicago, need not discour doubt will be of Interest to many
removal
the faculty held today, The teachers
,
,
motor owners. The (booklet describes
t,,,
said that conditions had become age them.
cor the method of obtaining the annual
Employes of the Waddell-Mahoshocking.
of jthe license and all other matters In that
poration and
Citizens' Alliance ;. denied Moyer's connection, including articles
NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
licenses and
New' York, Dec. 27. The stock mar- charges as to the identity of ,his aslicenses.
sailants.
men
three
Only
employed
ket closed heavy. The advance in
It states that all automobiles shall
stocks was checked today. Absence by the corporation in question are in
be
equipped with adequate brakes in
the
strike
now.
district
One of these
of the vigorous demand of the last
good
working order sufficient to conwas
in
from
bed,
the
effects
suffering
few days was felt in all quarters and
vehicle at all times. Also
trol
the
although some issues showed Inde- of being caught in a jam when he was when an automobile
approaches anrescue
to
strikers' children
pendent strength, their rise failed to attempting
or
vehicle
a
herd
of cattle or
other
exert sustained influence as else from the Italian hall disaster, and the
must
before
the
driver
sheep,
signal
Ui
other two denied they were in any
where.
and then only at the rate
proceeding
concerned
in
the deportation.
The resumption of business at Lon way
of 15 miles an hour. When signalled
The Citizens' Alliance has no for
don after the holiday had little Influ
to stop by a person leading animals
ence on local dealings, movement on mal organization ana all men ap- of any kind, the motorist shall stop
international stocks abroad being un proached on the subject today said until the pedestrian has had sufficient
were totally Ignorant ot the hap
time to pass the automobile.
important. Bear speculators were ac- they
at Hancock. Efforts to get
penings
was
evident
that
it
driving
and
tive,
Special emphasis n placed on the
in ot.the short interest in the recent an authoritative statement from any meeting and passing of automobiles
advance had weakened the technical one person met with failure, both here or any kind of conveyances to Section
In Hancock and in Hougnton,
12 of the law.
The article reads:
position of the market. The reaction
Relief Money Rejected
ex
did not. exceed moderate fractions
"Whenever a person driving or opThe relief committee which yestererating a motor vehicle shall meet in
cept in a few cases. Reading lost 1,
tried
to
Pacia
day
Canadian
and
$25,000,
vainly
give
away
2,
public highway any other vehicle,
Lehigh Valley
Bonds were irregular. The today called on William Rickard, such person shall turn to the right
fic
head of the local ,union of the Federa- of the center of the road a reasonable
last sales were afl follows:
74 Va tion to help them in extending relief distance to permit passing
without
Copper
Amalgamated
NTH to families stricken by the Christmas Interference. Whenever any such
Sugar ..'
Eve disaster when 72 persons were person shall overtake any other ve94
Atchison
killed. Rickard attended a meeting of hicle he shall pass such vehicle on the
Northern Tacific
the committee and explained that the lefthand s'de. Any person operating
.....109
Reading
89
disinclination
of union families to ac- a motor vehicle shall at the InterPacific
Southern
i55
cept aid was due to the fact that so section of public highways, keep to
Union Pacific
69V2
many of the relief 'committee mem- the right of the Intersection of the
United States Steel
i06
bers wore Citizens' Alliance buttons. centers of such highways when turnUnited States Steel, pfd
He said that ha knew of not 6rder ing to the right and pass to the right
when turning to
from
official union sources forbidding of such Intersections
CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE
the left,"
27
Wheat prices acceptance of relief from
Chicago, Dec.
This section will affect many
Intimainfluenced
by con- citizens. Rickard resented
lower
today,
swung
who apparently have been igwas
wintions
that
disthere
any acute
tinued favorable weather in the
norant of such a law and will revoluto tress among strikers' families, saying tionize and
ter crop belt. The opening was
make safe traffic on pub'
M cent off and the market later sag- that union supplies of fodd 'and fuel lic highways.
were available to all that asked It.
The pamphlet contains many other
ged still more. Final quotations were
Vs
Pinned down to & "yes" or "no"
to
as
last
night
firm at'
Interesting things and It should be
answer to whether the f federation the
,
cent down.
duty of each automobile owner
Weakness Beized corn owing to hea- would allow any of Its members to to obtain a copy.
vy arrivals and to absence of any sign accept outside aid, Rickard and J. E.
that the movement from the country Antilla, secretary of 'the' Calumet lowould soon be diminished. After open- cal, said that was a question for each
Subscribe for The Opco.
ing unchanged to V cent down, the
market underwent a rather decided
to
cent
fall. Tne close was weak,
f
under last night.
Oats sympathized with corn, but
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There wbr'e'" papa's socks and twenty
nairs of lengthy, wifely hose;
There were socks for Eddie, Willie,
for TClinhalet and Mose;
There were stockings for Matilday's, proved relatively; ,steady.
Ksmeralda's and Susanne's;
First sales of provisions varied
and
Molly's
hose
a shade lower to a rise ot 24,
from
were
Charley's
There
Dan'S.
nnd
rv.
little
tioiioo
with subsequent prices genraly unpeter
Alphonso,
AmarvTlls George,
der .last night's figures. The close
.Tos'eDh. Maude, Eugene.
was as .follows:
uS
Wheat,' May 90; July SGVi.
Arthur,. Lizzie, James, Amelia, Mary,
...
May GS..
T5Yances and Irene, .,
Corn, Dec:
Are- Clorinda,
Lucile,
July
39,
Reed,,;
May
Oats,
40;
Driggie,
thnsa. John. Estene, ...
Pork, Jan. $20.17; May $20.55...
his lips
E'.frida-fr- om
Lard, Jan. $10.57; May $10.90.
Mattie, Lucifer,
Ribs, Jan. $10.62; May $10.90.
their titles foil.
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'Until January 1st., 1914 '
Will Allow
Off on All

r

other
But about the shelf there dangled
hose whose owners' names
as be
He could not recall to save him
flames,
dying
watched the
each in
Seven pairs, all baby's sizes,
a
year,
age not quite
do- "Gee," cried Nick, "been something
here!
was
I
ing since the last time
rattles and
Glad I brought a stock of
rings.
a lot of teething
for such
Utah always gives a market
kindergarten things.
has disFrom 'race suicide1 she ever
creetly held aloof.
free
And there's not a home In Zion
roof."
on
the
tracks
from stork
-S- trickland W. Gillian, in Judge.

KANSAS

CITY

1-

-3

LIVE STOCK

Kansas City, Mo., Dec. 27. Hogs,
Bulk
receipts 1,500. Market steady.
pack$7.607.85; heavy $7.737.S5;
ers and butchers 7.657,83; lights
$7.357.80; pigs $6.7E7.25.
Cattle, receipts 100. Market steady.
Prime fed steers $S.509; dressed
beef steers $5.258.40; . western
steers $0.25(7(7.73; southern steers
$6.25(0.7.75; southern steers $5.75
7.23; cows $5.407; heifers $6.50
8,75; Blockers and feeders $3.50
7.50; bulls $57; calves $G. 50011.
Sheep, receipts 500. Market steady.
Lambs $7.75(fS.13; yearlings $5.75
7; wethers $4.5063.50; ewes ?4i.?5.

Lace Curtains, Portiers, Couch Covers,
Rope Portiers and Curtain Nets
nry.
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THE ONLY UNION

A

&gm
f
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OFFICE IN TOWN

"
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LODGE NO. 2, A. F. AFRATERNAL' BROTHERHOOD
NO.
A. M. Regular com
102 Meets every Monday night at
munication first and O. R. C. hall, on Douglas avenue at
UUrd Thursday
In 8 o'clock. Visiting members are eo
each month. Visiting dially welcome. J.' C. Wert2, Prea
brothers cordially
dent; J. T. Buhler, Secretary; 0. B.
Wm p
Baily, Treasurer.

COLUMN
ADVER

CLASSIFIED

W. M., H. 8

TISEMENTS
fresh Five cents per line each Insertion.
He There's something
Estimate tlx ordinary words to a tine.
about you country girls.
She I suppose that's why you city No ad to occupy lest space than two
guys always think you can get fresh, lines
All advertisements
charged
too.
will be booked at space actually set
without regard to number of words.
WHOLESALE
Cash In advlnce preferred.
bo

uu.

.fa Petteu, Secretary.

LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO.
2,
KNIGHT3 TEMPLAR
Regular conclaye
Tues- day In each month at Ma- -

LOCAL TIME CARD
East Bound
Arrive

sonie Temple at T:I p. a. o. H.
Klnkel
. c.; Chas. Tainme,
No.
4.
8.

No.

No.
No. 10.

LAS VEGAS CHAPTER NO. S, ROY
AL ARCH MASONS Regular con
Tocatlon
first Monday in
each month at Masonic
A. Brinegar, H. P.; F. O,
Tern n a at
r

i)si.f

"""
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o
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p. m..
p. m

7:20
.11:54
. 2:25
.
1:3S

.

.

Depart
.

....

a. in..

. .

p. in

No.

.

No.
No.
No.

Blood, Secretary.

.
.
.

0. F. LAS VEGAS LODGE NO
Meets every Monday evening at
their hall on Sixth streeL All yit'tlng

1:10
6:33
4:20
6:25

p m.
p. m.
a. m.

7:45
11:59
2:30
2:00

West Bound
Arrive

p. m.

Depart
p. m.

1:35
6:40
4:30
7:00

p m.
a. ni.
p. m.
p. m.

a. m.
p. m.
p. m.

I. O.

ATTOKNEYjo

1.

OPTIC'S NUMBER,

MAIN

L

HUNKER & HUNKER
brethren cordially invited to atteud
if. v, mes, N. 0.; Ous Lehman, V. Q.: George A. Hunker. Chester A. Hnnk

Wanted
WANTED

150
6.

January

T. M. Elwood. Sewetarr TTorl tow.
Treasurer; C. V. Hedgcock, Cemetery

Attorneys-at-La-

eggs for hatching on Trustee.
See William Shilling-law- .
B.

P. O. ELKS

Maeta

For YOU!

fourth Tuesday evening of each
WANTED Chambermaid at Laa Ve month
Elks' home on Ninth street and
gas hospital.
peach tree?
Douglas avenue. Visiting brothers
City Fellow I'd like to contract foi
are cordially invited. Gov. Wm. J.
the entire crop.
Mills, Exalted Ruler; D. W. Condon,
Secretary.

This elegant Rogers'
Silver Spoon

For Sato

ANOTHER

New Mexi

Las Vegas,

VICTIM

FOR SALE

At a bargain, a sound KNIGHTS AND LADIES OF SECUR
ITY COUNCIL NO. 2390. Meets in
delivery or surrey horse; also a single delivery wagon and harness. See W. O. W. hall, Sixth street, on the
T. E. Remley at the Rosenthal Furfirst and third Mondays of each
niture Company.
month at 8 p. m. Visiting Knights and
Ladies always welcome. O. L. Flers- FOR SALE 40 horse power touring man,
President; A. D. Tillman, Flnan
car, In good order, $250 if taken at cier; Mrs. A. V. Morrow, Local Deputy,
once. Biehl Garage.
908 Jackson avenue; Z. W. Montague,
Assistant Deputy, 1011 Sixth street,
East Las Vegas, N. M.

-i-

t.

it s giving you
a present for do- ing something
you 'd do any

For Rent

L. O. O. MOOSE Meets sacrniil nn
RENT Cottage in desirable
fourth Thursday evening eact
neighborhood, newly painted, pa- month at W. O. W. hall. Visiting
pered, electric lights. Low rate. brothers cordially invited. Howard T
Phone Purple 5301.
Davis, Dictator; p. A. Linn Secretary

way when you
learn how Much

FOR

BeferEMPEESS
FLOUR reclb is.

i. E. ROSENWALD LODGE NO. 541
I. O. of B. B. Meets
every first Tues
comfortable, furnished day of the month in the
pictures hung?
vestry roomi
room; no health seekers. Phone
She No. But I'd like to see some
of Temple Montefiore at 8 o'clock P
of those silly people that are always
Purple 5301.
m. Visiting brothers are cordially in
asking questions hung.
vited. Isaac Appel, President; Charlei
FOR RENT Five rooni house 91Ii
Second
street.
820
Railroad Greenclay, Secretary.
A PATRON OF POESY
Inquire
Avenue.
MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
Meet in the Forest of Brotherlj
Love at Woodmen ol the World hall
on the second and fourth Mondays ol
WILL buy and sell cattle and horses. each month at 8 p. m. C. H. Stewart
Address S. Esquibel, Mineral Hill, Sonsul; Q. Laemmle, Clerk; Z. W
Local Deputy.
Montague,
Visiting
N. M.
members are especially welcoue ane
cordially Invited.
DR. F. B. HUXMANN
He

Did you ever have any of your

FOR RENT
employed,

f you use

EMPRESS
FLOUR

To lady or gentleman

Made by GERMAN PROCESS

3

ztn

ONE COUPON FROM
EMPRESS FLOUR AND
FIVE
STAMPS
BRINGS YOU THE
SPOON
IT 'S
GENUINE WM.
ROGERS &
SONS' AAA
STANDARD

V

Miscellaneous

o
o

CAFE

SOCIETY DIRECTORY
CHAPMAN

TOR

AND

SHORT ORDERS AN D Rfc.GUL.AR DINNERS
THE BEST G0OD8 OBTAINABLE ALWAYS HANDLED

wAlJT

RATES

RESTAURANT

LOBBY

City Fellow Is that an apple tree
Country Girl Can't you see it's

To

v.

OPTIC

15he
s

r

1913.

27,

SILVER

PLAT- E-

'

glial

Dentist
Dental work of any description at
moderate prices
Room 1, Center Block, Tel Main 13
'
East Las Vegas, New Mexico

KNIGHTS

OF

COLUMBUS,

C. C. CLAYTON, prop
517 DOUGLAS AVE.
Next to Postal Telegraph Office

JONES-BOWEB-

MONUMENT
Albuquerque, N. M.
215 E. Central

Years Practical Experience.
'
E. A. JONES
W. W. BOWERS

She' was a vegetarian
A coy, but stubborn thing;
She said she'd wear no other than

APPLICATION

FOR

GRAZING

PERMIT

Is herehy given that all
applications for permits to graze cat
NOTICE

tle, horses, sheep and goats within
FOREST
the PECOS NATIONAL
during the eeason of 1914 must be
Moving Picture.
filed in my office at Santa Fe, New
"We were going to show Daniel is
Mexico, on or before January 25,
the lions' den. I told the property 1914. Full information in regard to
fix
man to
up a den."
the grazing fees to be charged and
"Well?"
blank forms to be used in making ap"He piastered It with sofa pillows plications will be furnished upon re
quest. THOMAS R. STEWART, Si
and college flags."
An

elghteen-carro- t

ring.

pervisor.

20c per 1M lb.
25c per 1M Iba.
...MM30c per 100 Iba.
.40c per 108 Iba,
per 161 lb

.............

.........60o

AGUA PURA COMPANY
Harvesters, Btorera, and Distributor of Natmral lee, the PnrltJS Ufl
of Which Have Made Laa Vesa Fanwn.

mm

OFFICE 701 DOUGLAS AVENUE

ANT Ads
Are Best
'

CO

23

ALL GROCERS

or More, Each Del very
to 2,000 lbs., Each Delivery
to 1,000 Iba, Each Delivery .
50 lbs, to 200 Iba., Each Delivery
Lest than 50 Iba, Each Delivery

lasting Qualities

Hotel Romalne
Office Hours: 1:30 p. m. to 3:30 p. m

tamed in tnu city trom

RETAIL PRICES

2,000 Iba.,
1,000 lbs.,
200 lbs.,

,

Professional Health Culture for Ladles
MRS. OLLIE SHEARER
General Massage, Hair and Scalp
Treatment, Facial Massage, Manicure, Chiropody.

EMPRESS
can be o- -

.

MERCHANTS CAFE

TRUE TO HER BELIEF

no board.

LING) FINISH

COUN-CI-

Meets second and
;0urth Thursday in O. R. C. hall.
Pioneer building.
Visiting members
are cordially Invited. Richard Devine,
G. K.; Frank Atlgel, F. 8.
--

The Best Place to Eat
Breakfast, Dinner or Supper
in Las Vegas

FRENCH.
GREY(STERr

NO. 804.

X5he
De Rhymer Have you ever contributed anything to the cause of lit
erature?
De Farmer Tou bet I hev. Tou're
the fourth poet that's stayed here all
summer an' ain't been able ter pa

BEAUTIFUL

Market Finders

Classifies d beaie eol the people te whem among Kt
those who MIGHT BT the particular thlt ii wort neat.

j

That property 70B vast to sell U WOJtTH MOS? ve temCef j
the ad, la Ula .wapaper mi weal mevei beat uj
your property n&lesa It were advertised bare.
who reada

Other, who read and aaatrer ada. la tala bewraper
are anxious to pay (uk for) books, aatemoblles, cseti

ac4 furniture, artielos ol
stnuneats.

As the elawifled ads,
tibia sorts ef thixm. taey

ket.

waml (&M

itaedia?

mlneii ef axy aert, and aaisiea

k

art read

tare

W

by all fetaibia emywi, el an
tome te fee fladert ef tie best mt

.'..,..
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CHURCH OF THE IMMACULATE
CONCEPTION
Adrian
Rabeyrolle,

THE CONTINENTAL OIL COMPANY
(incorporated in Colorado)

a.m.; second mass
at 10 a. m. Sunday school la English
and Spanish at 3 p m., in Spanish at
3:30 p. m. Rosary an-- ' benediction
of the blessed sacrament at 7:30 p.
m.
,

First

muss

!

jj

?l

At all dealers.

pastor.
s

S

The light of the Rayo Lamp is best for your eyes
and its appearance makes it an ornament in a room.
Lighted without removing chimney or shade,
Easy to clean and rewick.

Choir Loft
at 7: 00

Denver

Cheyenne

Pueblo
Butte

Bolie

Salt

Lk

9
.

City

Sunday school for English speak-In- g
and Spanish speaking children
very Sunday at .1:30 p. ra.
CHURCH OF OUR LADY OF SORROWS Rev. Paul Gllberton, pastor.
First mass at 6:30 a. m., third Sunday excepted. Second mass 8.30;

sermon in English, hymns rendered
by the children under the direction
of the Sisters of Loretto. Third mass
at 10:30 a. m., sermon In Spanish. all who have no other place of worFrom 3 to i Sunday school. At 4 ship to attend divine .ervices at thin
Benediction of the Blessed Sacra- church.
ment At the New Mexico Hospital
FIRST PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
for the Insane, mass every fourth
Rev. Norman Skinner, pastor. Doug,
Sunday by the pastor.
las avenue and Tenth street ' MornCHRISTIAN TABERNACLE
ing worship and Bermon at 11 oclock
with special Christmas music. Mrs.
Sunday school 9:45 a. m.
Reiman will sing "He Shall Feed His
Rev. J. I. Imhof, pastor.
Communion and, preaching 11 a. m. Flock," from Handel's "Messiah."
At 4:30 o'clock the Sunday school
Christian Endeavor, 6:30 p. m.
will have its Christmas program with
Evening services, 7:30 p. m.
steoropticon pictures.
A very hearty Invitation is given to
FIRST M. E. CHURCH Cor
Eighth and National avenue. Rev. hi. the1 public to be present and enjoy the
exercises.
C. Anderson, pastor.
Sunday school, 9:45. Morning worCHRISTIAN SCIENCE SOCIETY
ship with sermon at 11 o'clock.
League, 6:15 p. m. Evening Regular services every Sunday mornworship with sermon at 7:30 o'clock. ing at 11 o'clock and Wednesday
A cordial Invitation is extended to evening at 8 o'clock in O. R. C. hail.
s-

-

Ep-wor-

'I

BR

DECEMBER

ST. PAUL'S MEMORIAL CHURCH
Rev. J. S. Moore, Rector, 716 National
avenue. East Las Vegas.
Sunday after Christmas Day, Holy
Innocents Day, December 2S, 1913.
Holy Communion, 7:30.
- AAt.1

2

PULPIT

SATURDAY,

FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH, Corner
of Main and Sixth streets. Rev. N. B.

27, 1913.

SEVEN

LAPSE

OF

MEMORY

In."

J-

By CARL FURN.

Morning prayer and sermon, 11.
Order of service at 11 o'clock.
Hymn 58, "O Little Town of Bethlehem," (Redner.)
Venlte Exultcmus Domino, Chant,
(Robinson.)
Gloria Patrl, Cbant, (Robinson.)
Te Deura Lntidamus, (J. R. Thomas)
Benedictus, Chant, (Anon.)
Hymn 49, "O Come all ye Faithful,"
(J. Reading.)
Sermon.
Anthem, "Glory to God in the Highest," (S. C'. Cooke.)
Hymn 59, "It Came Upon the Midnight Clear." (Willis.)
Presentation of Alms, Chant, (Anon.)
Hymn 51, "Hark the Herald Angels," (Mendelssohn.)
This church Is open daily for private prayer and meditation.

Luella Marston looked at Howard in
a dazed Bort of manner. She could
not quite understand what he was saying; and she did not dare to under-

stand.
"Ranger never liked me. . . . Old
Bransforth took his side . . . had to
support him . . ." The sentence were
meaningless to her.
Patiently Howard, taking both her
hands in his, repeated the story. He
had-- - held a
position in Bransforth's
company for six years, until Ranger
was made head of his department.
man
Ranger was an empty-headewith the sole idea of being a good disciplinarian. He had harassed the office force until their work fell off in
iharucter and quality And Howard
iad been made the scapegoat, because
Howard was the most efficient man.
Bransforth had sent for both of
hem, and Ranger had stated positive-that It was imp"ssible for them to
ontinue to work together. He
It
Howard personally, but
.as the old story of an ignorant
and an able subordinate. At
:ast Bransforth had turned to Howard.
"I'm sorry, Mr. Gray," he said. "But
jf course you understand I must approve of Mr. Ranger's course."
"Then I'll send you in my resignation, sir," said Howard.
Bransforth certainly treated him
very fairly. He gave him two months'
salary and a cordial letter expressing
lis keen regrets at their separation.
Only, positions such as Howard had
lillcd, in a chemical house which spe
cialized on one or two articles of production, were almost impossible to secure. And Howard and Luella were
to have been married that May.
"Never mind, dear. You will get a
better position than before," Luella
d

y

super-nteude-

Catarrh Cannot Be Cured
with LOCAL, APPLICATIONS as they
cannot reach the seat of the disease.
at Catarrh
Is a blood or constitutional
11 a. m.
disease, and in order to cure it you
must take Internal remedies. Hall's
B. Y. P. TJ. at 6:30 p. m.
Cure is taken Internally, and
Evening worship with .sermon at Catarrh
acts directly upon the blood and mu7:30 p. m.
cous surfaces. Hall's Catarrh Cure is
The church extends a cordial
not a quack medicine. It was prer
scribed by one of the best physicians
to the public.
In this country for years and is a
regular prescription. It Is composed
THE SHILOH BAPTIST CHURCH, of
the best tonics known, combined
with the best blood purifiers, acting
Railroad and National Avenues.
directly on the mucous surfaces. The
Hours of service::
perfect combination of the two ingredPreaching 10:45 a. m., 7:45 p. m.
ients is what produces such wonderSabbath School, 9:30 a. m.
Send
ful results in curing catarrh.
B. Y. P. TJ., 6:30 p. m.
for testimonials, free.
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Props., ToIf you are without a church home
said consolingly.
ledo, O.
come!
We can help you.
Her fiance kissed her, but he knew
Sold by Druggists, price 75c.
If you are looking for church work
Take Halls' Family Pills for con- the awful difficulty of the task before
You can help us.
come!
him. He had been getting forty dolstipation. Adv.
lars a week, and the position had
seemed so permanent that he had
ii.rfTf.titWiifaiflt'
lived fairly well instead of trying to
;ave money. He had only three hundred in the b;ink, for their first supply of furniture. And this was melting during the hot, dull summer
months, when nothing could be obtained, with fearful rapidity.
July passed and August was half
way through, and the thre'e hundred
dollars was now reduced to half that
amount. Luella was always comfort- -

Green, Pastor.
Sunday school 9:45 a. m.
Morning worship with sermon

--
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desire the paper by carrier.
Pay us $7.50-yoPay us $6.50-I- f you want the paper by mail.
And we will give you your choice of the followu

ing magazines for one year:

"I Can't Tell You How Glad I Am That
the Letter Found You."
Ing; but she would weep secretly after
Howard was gone. The ceaseless

tramp, tramp through the hot streets,
with the constant rejection everywhere, wore on the young fellow's
nerves. He hardly dared to see Luella

I 3 now.
i

They might have been married happily three months before. Howard
was becoming, desperate. Even September bore with it no certainty of a
i position.
ft
He had always avoided those parts
of the city contiguous to Bransforth's.
The thought of passing down the
same streets through which he had
walked in happier days was intolerable. But there came a day when he
found himself in that neighborhood.
a
And then perhaps it was the heat,
't which had been intense that week, or
the result of the nervous exhaustion

i i

The National Sportsman
The Woman's Home Companion
McClures

brought about by his despondency
but a curious lapse of memory overcame him.
Luella called it fate afterwards.
The events of the past three months
slipped from his mind completely.
Once again he was a salaried employe
of Bransforth and Company, and he
held his head high, as befits a man
who is going to be married very soon,
and made his way toward the office.
The spell was still upon him as he
climbed the long flight of steps up to
the main office. He walked in. Everything was the same as usual. He
made his way to his own department,
at the far end of the room, sat down
at his empty desk, nodded familiarly
to his friends, and looked round for

he
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moment afterward Tait came up
'
"We're mighty glad to see you back
again, Baldwin," he said. "Mr. Bransforth said you were to go Into lus
private office the moment you came
A

to him.

his mall.
The office was half empty. If Ranger had been there Howard, might
have remembered. But Ranger's desk
was closed and the top of it was thick
with dust.
"Any mail for me today, Rogers?"
he asked the office bo;'.
"I don't think so, Mr. Baldwin." the
lad answered. "Gee, I'm gled to see
you back, though."

Howard looked up at Tait, and suddenly the absurdity of his presence
there struck home to him. He was
appalled. He could only stare stupidly at Tait. He did not know what to
say.

Tait, mistaking his embarrassment
for shyness, took him playfully by the
arm and led him across the room to
the glass door of Mr. Bransforth's office. He UBhered him Inside and disappeared. Mr. Bransforth looked up
and, rising from his chair, gripped the
young man warmly by the hand.
"I can't tell you how glad I am that
letter found you," he said. "I hope
you can come back to us, Mr. Baldwin.
It will be a serious disappointment to
me If you caWt, and something of a
loss to the firm. To think that after
trying to locate you all this time the
name of your old address should suddenly have come Into my head!
"First of all," he continued, "1 must
apalogtze frankly to you for my treatment of you. The fact is, Ranger
came to us with the best of credentials from his old place. I took the
trouble to look them up after be left,
and found that he had written them
himself and signed the name to them,
too.
"Well,

it didn't take long after your
disappearance for me to find out that
he was absolutely incapable for the
work.
He was simply a bluff, Mr.
Baldwin, and I Imagine that he wanted to get rid of you because he knew
that you saw through him. Dear me,
how blind I was! Well, I want you
to take his position. The salary Is
seventy-fivdollars a week. I hope I
can count on you. You would have to
start In tomorrow, if you could possibly manage it, for the whole department is simply in confusion."
"I can come," said Howard quietly,
"on September the fifteenth."
Mr. Bransforth looked disappointed.
"Well," he said, "of course, if that
is your ultimatum I must hold the position open for you. But if it is the
matter of a holiday, perhaps a little
e

later

would do."
"No, sir," said Howard. "You see,
I er well, I'm going to be married

tomorrow."
And that was the best prophecy that
Howard ever made.
(Copyright,

1913,

by W. Q. Chapman.)

BEAT WORLD'S

EGG

RECORD

English Hen In Philadelphia Laid 282
In a Year, and Occupies Niche
of Fame.

How Paley Was Saved.
The importance of a "word in season" was never more striking?
shown than in an incident In the li?
of William Paley, the great theologian. When be entered Cambridge
uiiiveimiv, uia one ambition was v
obtain the honors of scholarship, anfi
he took high rank in his class. But
falling into bad habits, he gave up
everything for the pleasures of dissipation. After one of his carousaln, fc.
exclaimed,
:ompanion
suddenly
'Paley, it is a disgrace to waste such
talents as you have! I'm of no
but I'm ashamed to have st
aand in squandering such gifts a
fours, and I shall cut your acquaiub-nc- e
if you don't stop it." Paley di$
itop; he turned right about, regained
His position at the head of his class,
tnd after graduation became one of
;he great men of his time. Youth"
'

Companion.

The Handsome Husband.
In Germany the view is gaining
(round that good looking men are tii
:ause of most unhappy marriages, astii
i "League Against Beauty" has actually been started there for the purposes
f preventing women from taking t
:hemselves handsome husbands! The.
founder of this strange league Is a.
tfoman who is herself very pretty,

suit

she says that she has made

ul investigations and out

t unhappy marriages

12

caref-

of 18 cases

were caused

y the fact that the husbands wera
The league has aleery handsome.

ready a fairly large number of mera-oer- s,
all of whom are pledged only to
shoose ugly men ' for their life partners. That there Is something In thia
idea, curious as it may seem, is evident by the fact that most extreme-- y
pretty women seem unconsciously to
ihoose husbands who are devoid of
real handsomeness.
Taking Life Easy.
United States Senator Lee S. Overman of North Carolina is always supplied with a stock of good southern
tales. "In the southern part of Arkansas," relates Mr. Overman, "where tbfv

-

'

natives take life easy, a man and hi
wife were one day sitting on tho
porch when a funeral procession
passed the house. The man was comfortably seated in a chair which wan
tilted back, on its hind legs againnt
the side of the house, and was engaged in whittling on a piece of wood..
As the procession proceeded he isaiu:
T reckin ol' man Williams has get
about the birgest funeral that's ever-beeheld around hyear, Caroline.'
'A purty
one. is it. Bud?1'
'You betcher!' Bud answered. 'I certainly would like to see it,' said tW
woman.
'What a pity I ain't faciei'
that way!' " Everybody's Magazine.
good-size-

New Eoston Customhouse.
Princess Didit, a White Leghorn,
Unique among public buildings Vt
belonging to Tom Barron, an English- America
is the new customhouse
man who has brought poultry raising
which is being erected in Boston. I
down to an exact science, is the chamIs to be a tower, 505 feet high, and i
pion competition hen of the world,
design is virtually a monument t
having laid 282 eggs in one year.
crown the pyramidal skyline of th
This means that she has smashed
city,: The old pyramidal shape of th"
hunall previous records; has added
city with the golden dome of th
dreds of dollars to her individual statehouse
at its apex has been
value; has shown all poultry raisers
the building of skyscraper.:.
by
is
after
it
all,
blood,
that,
breeding Boston's
laws now forbid tha
and care that "tell" and has added erection building
structures moro
of
private
the finishing touch hoped for in the than 125
feet high, and the new cusr
North American's second internationtomhouse is designed to rise above it;i
al egg laying competition which has
surroundings and form the dominating
closed.
just
feature in any view of the city.
Princess Didit Is one of a pen of
Mechanics Magazine.
Popular
five White Leghorns entered In this
contest by Mr. Barron. These hens
Greatest of Problems.
were received a little more than a
as we do, from day to day,
year ago by those In charge of the weLiving,
do not
the great oscills
competition. They quickly recovered tions of appreciate
from the effects of their long journey moment thought, unless some shining
marks them. Such a momene
across the ocean and were in excel- Is
marked by Sir Oliver Lodge's adlent condition when the competition
dress, before the British association,,
opened, November 1, 1912. Between on
immortality. Nearly two generap
365
date
and
the
time
that
closing
tions
ago, man of science discovered
days, to be exact Princess Didit laid the
of evolution, and triumprinciple
more eggs than any other bird ever
proclaimed that material
entered in a competition, beating the phantly
evolution would solve all the problems-orecord made last year in the Misthe universe. Now at last is comsouri contest by but one egg, it is
the swing the other way, and evem
ing
true, but beating it, nevertheless.
science is beginning to recognize th
The four other birds in the Barron vast
possibilities of spiritual mystery,
pen supported Princess Didit nobly,
Youth's Companion.
the total yield, including that of the
record-breakebeing 1,190 eggs, an
Wages of Women.
average of 238. This pen thus beThe report of th? bureau of labor
comes probably the most valuable In
on the conditions uf woman and child
existence. Princess Didit along bedeals with data
ing worth much more money than the from between 50,000 and 60,000obtaipesJ
women
to
afford
can
average poultryman
and girls in twenty-thredifterent
give.
industries.
Half of
One of Princess Didit's sisters was manufacturing
hem are under twenty years of as1
not far to the rear of the champion, and a fourth twenty-fivor over.
producing 262 eggs in the 365 days
of the group were married. Of
and stands third in the competition. the 3S.182 women eighteen years and
Another laid 230, still another 210 and over for whom the facts as to
ag
the lowest 206. Philadelphia North and earnings were gained,
American.
s
received under $4 a week and
h
under $6. Practically only
reached or passed $10.
Cites a Queer Precedent
Mr. Justice Holmes has the reputation of citing more peculiar cases from
They Had Stodied Enflliih.
the old lawbooks than any other memThe editor at the Wisconsin experiber of the Supreme court He dug up ment station, desiring a complete refan additional one Saturday to the erence library of the resources of th
amusement of his associates, when it state, sent a circular letter to
was contended In a libel suit that the
dairying and other agrideclaration was insufficient because cultural organizations of Wisconsin
the offense was not stated properly.
isking for copies of their "last re"That leads me to recall a case in ports." Most of them came all right,
the old books," said the justice, but one organization wrote: "Our
st report, we hope, Is not yet pub"where an indictment set forth that
the accused struck a man on the head, lished, but we take pleasure in sendsplitting the skull until a portion fell ing under separate cover a copy of
down on either shoulder, and the court sur latest report."
held the Indictment defective because
It did not allege that the man was
Predicts Another Flood.
e r r
killed."
f "ndo F iiKf"W5
The Justice observed that it was a ansa, is prophe'j ng arum- - r N
g
decision, and he didn't flood and the d( tr. oi if 1 i
Intend It as a pun, either. New York by it, hani' a i
n''y I'M.
Times.
hinged bv the magnitude of tn v. ;
tions when jolt I th Af It it c
the r.ci
I'i ,, st - It
How They Do It
i) 1
"I have invented a new dance."
produced buih an
exhoitr tkns th it la to' w ,
"What do you call it?"
i
"'The Wall Street Wallop.' You bui t ,n i k ?' ! a t (
anima; t, "two by two."
iwing comers, change partners, and lectin
pr - T.t ts .
sidestep." Washington Star.
wage-earne-
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PROGRAM TONIGHT
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AT

I

Chicken dinner at Merchant's Cafe
tomorrow. Adv.

GliOGolote 8 audio

Light automobile lamps
this evening.

at

Did you get Waller Balier Cos., NEW

Try a dram of Old Taylor
at the Opera Bar. Adv.

Telling all ?vbout their new
"Dot Sweet Chocolate" for
making Candy and Ca.ke?

IT IS WELL WORTH HAVING

teams Store

BRIDGE STREET

Direct from the Indian

ssortmentfine

A-

Reservations-Lar- ge

colorings-uniq- ue

patterns-a- ll

prices.
These blankets are Genuine Souvenirs of the
Great Southwest and nothirig more appropriate
can be purchased for home use or gifts.
Bear this in mind when buying your presents
for the approaching Holidays.

CHARLES ILFELD COMPANY
New Mexico Largest Vvhol

esalers

AS BREAD IS THE STAFF OF
LIFE
K

I

'Kiiii.
innmu.

ifikiVjfofilS

PHS,NC

A GOOD NEW YEARS

RESOLUTION
Is to buy your goods where prices sre
sxlways right; where you receive
prompt, courteous tvnd fair treatment
evt all times. "That's Us"

TO COME
Chicken dinner
tomorrow.
Adv.

at Merchant's

Cafe

imW

"'V.

..

PBOGRJIU

I

i

r

J,

if

V- -

SAVE

$5.00

is

ON A HEATER

J.C.

I HAVE JUST RECEIVED
One of the 1914 models of

the Overland automobile and will gladly demonstrate the qualities of the Car. 5elf started, electric lighted,
no inch wheel base with a new body line. This
car is undoubtly the most perfect car on the
market today.

H. B. HUBBARD

Agent Overland Automobiles

GO A L

417 Railroad Avenue

JB3 S3

W-OQ-

MOST HEAT FOR YOUR MONEY

SWASTIKA COAL
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
4

l Main

Pi ana t&ah,

I

Jefferson Raynolds, President.
S. B. Davis, Vice President
Hallet Raynolds, Cashier.
H. Erie Hoke, Assistant Cashier.
E. D. Reynolds,' Vice President.

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
OF LAS VEGAS, N. M.
Capital, $100,000; Surplus and Undivided Profits, $25,000.

In every department of Banking we
a.re prepared to give the best of service

Interest Paid en Time Deposits

Tiie Las Vegas Automobile
and Machine Co.
Will rio longer handle the agency of the Overland Automobile Company.

Cake

We Have Installed

Fruit Cake

Annis Cakes

ascended from the Aerodrome
here to
a height of 20,295 feet in his mono.
Plane. The duration of hlB
flight was
an hour and 35 minutes.

TEXAS.
GEORGETOWN,
J. A.
JCimbro, says: "For several years past Young Women: Number
Surprising
Foley's Honey and Tar Compound has
The number cf young women who
Teen my household remedy for all
s
boughs, colds, and lung troubles. It suffer with weak back, dizzy and
jhas given permanent relief in a numSpells, dull headache and weariber of cases of obstinate coughs and ness is surprising. Kidney and bladco'ds." Contains no opiates. Refuse der Ills cause these troubles, but if
substitutes. O. G. Schuefer, Red Ctosb Foley Kidney Pills are taken as di.
rected relief follows promptly, and
Drug Store. Adv.
ner-vou-

Turkeys
Fresh Tomatoes
Lettuce

Tri-week-

ATTENTION

ly

BISMARK

MASONS

There will be a special communica
the ills disappear. Contain no habit
forming drugs. O. G. Schaefer HaiI tion of Chapman lodge No. 2 A. F. &
BREAKS ALTITUDE RECORD
uross urug Store. AJv.
A. M. tonight at. 8
Saint Raphael, France, Dec. 27.
sonic temple. Ban nuet at 9 o'clock.
The world's altitude record for aeroAll members of the lodge and
visiting
WANTED Clean cotton rags
planes was broken today by Georges
at brothers are urged to be
present. InICKagncux, the French aviator, who Optio office.
stallation of officers.

'

Price comparison
beginning.
what, brings business our way.

JO

German Honey

Home ol the Best of Everything Eatable

Found One sacki of oats. Owner
way have It by calling at The Optic
office and paying for this advertise
ment. Adv.

Our goods are marked right at the

AT

Christmas music at the Presbyterian
the Boulevard.
METHODIST CHURCH
church tomorrow. Dudley Buck's Te
N.
6, will be given by a full
Finch's Golden Weddlnlg Rye, aged Deum,
choir. R. R. Larkin will sing a solo. THE PUBLIC IS INVITED TO AT
m wood. Direct from the
distillery to
TEND SPECIAL SERVICE TOyou. At the Lobby, of course. Adv.
Robert Fielding, brother of Romaine
MORROW NIGHT
According to the volunteer weather rieiumg, me pnotopiay star, was a
observer at the Normal University, visitor in Las Vegas today for a short
Tomorrow evening at the First Me
the lowest temperature recorded last time on his way from Douglas, Wyo., thodist church, a musical program
to Los Angeles, Calif. Mr. Fielding will be given. The public Is invited.
night was 14 degrees.
thought his brother was still In Las The services will begin at 7:30 o'Chicken dinner at Merchant's Cafe Vegas, and had not learned of his de clock. The program is as follows:
tomorrow. Adv.
He left this
parture to Galveston.
Voluntary, "Reverie," Mrs. Charles
evening on train No. 9, where he will O'Malley's Violin Club.
Join his wife and son, Romaine FieldThere will be a meeting of the
Song 187.
Brotherhood Monday night in ing. Letters from Fielding's new loSong 276.
j.
tfie O. R. C. hall. All members are cation in Galveston state that bad
Prayer.
to
.n
be present.
weather has prevented operations
requested
Offertory and Collection Ruben- a successful scale.
stein Melody in F Violin Club.
Walter Randolph, mail carrier at the
Anthem, "Heralds of Gladness."
East Las Vegas postofflce, is IndiS'
Scripture Lesson.
posed and unable to'be at his work. SPRING HUNTING TO
Song 88.
Violin solo, Edward Hite.
During his Illness Charles Stewart is
Anthem "It Came Upon the Midhandling his mall route.
BE ALLOWED HERE
night Clear."
The Anderson brothers, experienced
Solo, Mrs. Roy Prentice.
restaurant men, have taken charge of
Cecil Read.
Reading,
GAME WARDEN ISSUES LETTER
"O Little Town of Bethlehem," Me.
the Merchants cafe, which has been
REGARDING THE SHOOTING
conducted by C. C. Clayton during thi
thodist Ladles' QuartetteJ OF DUCKS
Song 1.
past several months. They expect to
Benediction.
run a high class place.
Ammunition dealers all over the
tate have been asking the state game
Alfredo Lucero was arrested on warden for information
regarding the WISHES
CRGANIZE
complaint of Isabe
Marquez, who
tick season.
If the federal law ap
charged that she had been assaulted plied they would rot stock up so
by Lucero by the use of objectionable heavily with ammunition, but if the
A LAS VEGAS BAND
words.
Lucero pleaded guilty and state law applied they would get their
was fined the costs of the case by usual supply.
The position of the
Judge D. R. Murray.
state game warden is very well stated EDWARD CHENETTE, WITH GOOD
in the following circular letter which
HERE
RECOMMENDATIONS,
Household furniture for sale, In- - lis being sent out, one of which was
FOR THAT PURPOSE
quire 1012 Fourth street. Adv.
received by Ludwig Ilfeld yesterday:
I am sending you today under sep
For the purpose of organizing a
Today attain was "kids' day" at the arate cover a pamphlet'noncerningthe
Las Vegas band a meeting of all lo
V. M. C. A., the Sunday' Sfhool In- new federal
migratory" bird regula cal musicians has been called for the
door Baseball league playing a game tions. ia'this connection, I advise
city hall on Monday evening at 7:Jli
this afternoon and a basketball series you that' the state game laws on such o'clock. S. Edward Chenette cf Des
being scheduled for this evening. Tdfl migratory birds as snipe, curlew, Moines, la., a .band director with a
teams that will play tonight are,
plover and ducks, will still govern; record of much success, has called the
vs. Clods and Rattlesnakes vs. the open season on these birds In the
meeting. It is the plan of Mr. Chenstate being from September 1 to ette
Evil Eyes.
to organize a band which will
March 21 of each year. All other
concerts weekly during the sum
give
The minister of the First Christian species of migratory birds, geese, mer months. He
expects also to orchurch will speak Sunday morning brant, swans, cranes, etc., not men
a
or
"kid" band, frtm
ganize
junior
upon "The Mission of the Disciples tioned In the state game laws but re which to
recruit
members
for the seto
in
ferred
the federal regulations,
of Christ." The theme for the even- nior
organization.
dug will be "The Building of the will be subject to these regulations.
Mr. Chenette brought to Las Vegas
City." Both sermons will be practU As to the manner in which the United
cal and will deal with living problems States department of agrfculture.will recommendations from such men a&
enforce these regulations, we have not Senator A. B. Cummins. He "was lead
of the church and city.
yet been advised, but as soon as the er of a band at Fremont, Neb., sevAt one city in Arkansas where a information is furnished It wall be eral years ago, and made a great suc
to
cess of the venture, according
man ownins' a motion Dictum how promptly published.
recommendations and letters given
is one of the many individuals who
him by Fremont people. Mr. Chen-ette'- s
desire several fresh eggs for breakfast,
wife at present is in Santa Fe,
people who attend his show may pay TEMPLE lilOMFIORE'S
where she is playing the piano in the
their entrance fee by eggs. One egg
Elks' theater. Mr. Chenette says he
will admit a child, while adults are
FESTIVAL
FOR
CHILDREN
expects to locate huu permanently
forced to bring two. The high price
if he is successful in organizing a
of eggs makes them superior to money
band. He has no idea of antagonizing
these days.
EXCELLENT
MUSICAL PROGRAM the band that now exists. All musiWILL BE GIVEN TOMORROW
cians are urged to meet him at the
The girls at the local exchange of
AFTERNOON
the Mountain States Telephone and
city hall on Monday evening.
Telegraph company are having a great
Tomorrow afternoon at 3 o'clock at
deal of fun at the expense of one of
Montenore win occur a chil
aempie
WW?
their numDer, who refuses to divulge
urens testivai in celebration of the
the contents of a Christmas box, she
feast of Chanukka. The public is cor
received Wednesday evening." The
dially invited by Rev. Dr. Landau, spirgirls say the box looks like It con- itual director of
the temple, and by
tains a ring, arid they are inquiring members
of the congregation,' to be
if an engagement exists..
present. The program will bo a most
one. Members of tie' conA large crowd attended the Photo interesting
firmation class will light the Chanukplay .heater lust night to witness the ka
lights, and there will be essays by
piolion picture in which the Misses
members of the Sunday school, their
St. Leon appear in the loading roles.
subjects being various events in the
People who attended also noticed Hebrew
year. All the other Sunday
were
used
the
that
horses
apparently
school boys and girls will participate
the same that appeared, in the local
in the program.
opera house when "PoUy f the Cir
There will be a program for adults,
cus" was here. The picture will be
which will be largely musical. Mrs.
shown again this evening.
Charles O'Malley and her violin sexwill furnish music. Mrs. Choate,
tette
The members of the First Christian
Mrs. Wilson and Julius
vocalist,
congregation are looking forward with
pleasure to a party 10 be given in the Krause, also will participate in this
tabernacle on the evening of Janu portion of the program.
ary 30, when the communicants and
all other persons who worship regular
ly with the Disciples will gather for
a big good time. The men of the
congregation are making arrangeFRESH FISH AND OYSTERS
ments for the affair, and they promise
the ladles a good time. Members of
the congregation from the surround.
at
Shipped
lng country as well as the city are
expected to be present.

AT

GRAAF & HAY WARD
COMPANY
tie

IS YET

Gol-den- s

the better the bread the
stronger the'staff . To obtain the best bread you
must use the best flour
and that is undoubtedly
Our Pride brand.
Ask
one
who
has
tried
it
any
or better yet order a sack
and try it yourself.

LAS VEGAS ROLLER MILL

OFF

HEATERS

OUR COLDEST WEATHER

Fra-tern-

NAVAJO BLANKETS

Wi NEW

-

In

Mrs. C. A, McMillen is
reported a
1..
iu ai ner Home on

If you did not receive one (ell us and we will see that one
is sent to you

CENT

ThE

"THE CHILDREN'S HOUR" Drama. (Thanhaueer.)
"THE EFFICACY OF PRAYER" Drama. (Kay-Bee.- )
"THE BRACELET" Drama. (Reliance.)

Bourbon

Household furniture for Bale,
quire 1012 Fourth street. Adv.

RECIPE BOOH

20 PER

MUTUAL MOVIES

G:7

o'clock

27, 1913.

The Best
A

LA CARTE MEALS Served
OPEN ALL NIGHT

a complete stock of tires and accessories and
guarantee all work turned out from this shop

V

William Whalen
Proprietor

;

Oranges

Grape Fruit

DEAD MAN

13 FOUND

TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY

Pueblo, Colo., Deo. 27. After he had FOR SALE Household
furniture. Inbeen missing for three days, Charles
quire 1012 Fourth Btreet.
Sund, a Jeweler, was found dead from
a bullet wound, in a uarn near his SALESMEN Wanted to sell
strictly
home today. Sund's dog summoned a
meritorious Florida land. Big comneighbor to the place by persistent
mission.
Transportation
allowed
barking:. A revolver clutched In the
purchasers of twenty acres. Palm
dead man's hand Indicated suicide,
Beach County Land Company, Box
510. Stuart, Florida.
according to the coroner.

